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ABSTRACT 
 This thesis introduces a new tropical cyclone (TC) size dataset. Using the radius of the 
outermost closed isobar (ROCI) as the size metric of focus, a comprehensive record of TC size at 
landfall was constructed for tropical storms and hurricanes that made landfall in the United 
States along the East Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico. The ROCI information was derived from 
mean sea level pressure maps generated using the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I dataset over a 69-
year period (1948 – 2016). Construction of the dataset involved using two methodologies, one 
based on hourly interpolated HURDAT2 best tracks and the other based on landfall indicated by 
the reanalysis generated maps. Descriptive statistics were calculated for ROCI with respect to the 
dataset as a whole, intensity, and landfall location. Both methods were compared against each 
other, both with respect to ROCI as well as landfall locations. The results indicated that the two 
methods generated statistically identical ROCI, even though individual TCs could have differing 
ROCI values. The results also indicated that there was no significant trend in landfall ROCI over 
time. With respect to landfall locations, the results indicate that roughly two-thirds of all TCs in 
the dataset experienced a westward shift in TC center landfall location relative to the best track 
center location, with the displacement more prevalent in the Gulf of Mexico. A secondary 
analysis was conducted to ascertain the relationship between TC size and total economic 
damage, using damage data collected by Icat. The results of this analysis suggest a significant 
relationship between TC size and damage. This dataset serves as a prototype, with future work 
focusing on improving and extending the dataset. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
 Tropical cyclones (TCs) are well known for their destruction. In terms of fatalities, the 
United States experienced the worst TC on record in 1900, when Galveston, Texas was hit by a 
Category 4 hurricane that killed between 8,000 – 12,000 people (Blake et al., 2011). The 
deadliest TC on record is estimated to be the Bhola cyclone (Frank and Husain, 1971), which 
killed an estimated 300,000 people in Bangladesh in 1970. Not only have TCs been responsible 
for loss of life, they have also caused impressive levels of destruction. Since 1965, 36 TCs have 
made landfall in the U.S. that have caused $1 billion or more in damage, with 2017 alone having 
two directly impacting the U.S. mainland (Hurricanes Harvey and Irma) and one impacting U.S. 
territories in Hurricane Maria (NHC, 2018). In fact, those three hurricanes accounted for $265 
billion in damage combined. Since TCs have such a profound impact, much time and effort has 
been spent researching various aspects, including frequency (Keim et al., 2007), intensity 
(Carrasco et al., 2014), storm surge (Needham and Keim, 2014), rainfall (Matyas, 2010), and 
lightning (DeMaria et al., 2012). 
 One aspect of TCs that has garnered attention is TC size. TC size has appeared in studies 
as far back as the 1950s (Myers, 1954), but a majority of the research has been published since 
the 2004-2005 hurricane seasons, due in part to the size of particular TCs in recent years. For 
example, Hurricane Ike, a Category 2 hurricane at landfall, possessed an eye 40 nmi (~ 74 km) in 
diameter (Berg, 2009). Hurricane Sandy, which made landfall as an extratropical storm with low-
end Category 1 winds, had a diameter of tropical storm force winds approaching 870 nmi, or just 
over 1600 km (Blake et al., 2013).  
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 Due to the increase in interest in TC size research, it would be useful to have a dataset of 
size values. While several datasets do exist, the majority of them are paper-specific climatologies 
(e.g. Chavas and Emanuel, 2010; Kruk et al., 2010; Chan and Chan, 2015). With respect to a 
readily available comprehensive size dataset, there are drawbacks that limit their utilization. For 
instance, the Hurricane Research Division (HRD) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) contains intermittent radius of maximum wind (RMW) information 
from 1871 – 1960 as well as consistent radius of outermost closed isobar (ROCI) information 
from 1899 – 1960, all for hurricanes. The Tropical Cyclone Extended Best Track (EBT) dataset 
contains information on four size parameters (RMW, ROCI, eye diameter, and radii of tropical 
storm (17.5 ms-1), gale (25.7 ms-1), and hurricane (32.9 ms-1) force winds), but these data are 
limited to all TCs since 1988. David Roth, a researcher at the Weather Prediction Center (WPC), 
possesses a ROCI dataset of his own creation for the period from 1959 - 1987. However, this 
dataset is incomplete (David Roth, personal communication). 
 A potential solution to the issues experienced by the aforementioned datasets involves 
using retroactive analysis (reanalysis) data as a source. Based on numerical weather prediction, 
reanalysis applies past environment observations to a series of model equations to reconstruct 
atmospheric conditions (Bengtsson et al., 2014; NCAR, 2016). This has resulted in the creation 
of datasets that have been utilized in research ranging from climate studies to commercial and 
business applications (Reanalysis.org, 2017). First proposed in 1988 (Trenberth and Olson, 1988; 
Bengtsson and Shukla, 1988), reanalysis datasets have been regularly utilized since, with one 
particular reanalysis dataset having been cited over 13,000 times (Parker, 2016). 
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1.2 Objectives 
 This thesis has two objectives. To remedy the problems that plague currently existing TC 
size datasets, the first objective is to construct and analyze a comprehensive TC size dataset via 
reanalysis data for tropical storms and hurricanes that make landfall in the continental U.S. for 
the period 1948 – 2016. ROCI will be used as the size metric for this dataset due to its inclusion 
in currently existing TC size datasets, the feasibility of reconstructing ROCI due to its synoptic 
scale, and the relatively straightforward method of calculating ROCI values. The second 
objective is to utilize the newly created dataset in an analysis to determine the relationship TC 
size has with damage, in particular how a pressure-based size metric related to damage. Both 
analyses will be conducted on the data as a whole and on a regional scale, while the first 
objective will also incorporate an intensity element. These objectives will be accomplished by 
approaching each as if they were individual manuscripts. 
1.3 Background 
A definition of TC size that receives substantial attention is the radius of the outermost 
closed isobar (ROCI). First introduced by Brand (1972) to explore the size of TCs in the western 
North Pacific, the ROCI serves as a boundary between the environmental sea level pressure and 
the pressure decrease associated with a TC, with the entire TC contained within the ROCI 
(Holland and Merrill, 1984; Merrill, 1984; Kimball and Mulakar, 2004). It is an quadrant-based 
measurement, with the average ROCI calculated by taking the average of the radius as measured 
in the four cardinal directions (Cocks and Gray, 2002; Roth, 2013). This size metric is good for 
measuring the true size of the entire TC, is considered to be more stable than other size metrics, 
and is considered a good representation of the TCs structure (McKenzie, 2017). It is also a good 
parameter for precipitation analysis, since the rain field of a TC is often found to be contained 
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within the ROCI (Matyas, 2010; Lin et al., 2015). ROCI is included in the EBT dataset and has 
appeared in other climatologies (Dean et al., 2009; Moore and Dixon, 2011). Other appearances 
of ROCI in the literature include its utilization as a parameter in intensification analysis 
(Carrasco et al., 2014), model improvement (Mouton and Nordbeck, 2002; Weber, 2006; Knaff 
et al., 2014). 
Reanalysis datasets, first suggested in 1988 (Trenberth, 2008), began in earnest with the 
advent of three reanalysis datasets, the most notable of which is the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I 
dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996; Bosilovich, 2012). Using a 2.5° by 2.5° grid to generate global 
analyses at sub-daily intervals, these reanalysis data made up the first major reanalysis dataset 
(Kalnay et al., 1996; Parker, 2016). Other reanalysis datasets have since been created, with major 
agencies such as the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) having contributed to their creation (Rienecker et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011; Murakami 
et al., 2014). Reanalysis datasets have been utilized in TC research with respect to track 
accuracy, lifecycle intensity, and identification (Schenkel and Hart, 2012; Truchelut et al., 2013; 
Hodges et al., 2017). However, use of reanalysis datasets is cautioned, as artificial biases can be 
introduced via changes in the observing system and model assimilation errors (van den Hurk, 
2012; Bengtsson et al. 2014). As a result, it has been recommended that the most recent 
generation (third generation) of reanalysis be utilized for research, as the first and second 
generation reanalysis products were essentially evolving and thus flawed in some capacity 
(Fasullo, 2011; Shea, 2011).  
Studies involving TC damage are diverse, spanning regions, topics, and disciplines. 
Regional studies of TC damage have addressed such varied locations as Australian tropical rain 
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forests (Metcalfe et al., 2008), the entire state of Florida (Malmstadt et al, 2009), and the state of 
Andhra Pradesh, India (Raghavan and Rajesh, 2003). Topics of interest have included intensity, 
teleconnections, and cost (Grey, 1993; Pielke and Landsea, 1999; Murphy and Strobl, 2010), as 
well as attempting to model and predict how damage will change with time. These studies in 
particular have indicated that damage from TCs will increase with time, with increases in 
personal income having been confirmed as a driver (Mendelsohn et al., 2012). While the role of 
climate change in TC damage is still unresolved (Nordhaus, 2006; Crompton et al., 2010; 
Emanuel 2011; Mendelsohn et al., 2012), suggestions to reduce future TC damage include 
combating climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions (CBO, 2016) or by adopting a 
policy of climate adaptation (Pielke, 2007). 
This literature review served to detail the TC size metric and reanalysis data used for the 
first objective of this thesis, while a review of damage was included for the second objective. 
The next chapter will detail the creation of the ROCI dataset, written in the style of a manuscript. 
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CHAPTER 2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SIZE DATASET 
2.1 Introduction 
 Tropical cyclones (TCs) are one of the most destructive meteorological phenomena on 
Earth. For example, the Galveston hurricane of 1900 was the deadliest hurricane in U.S. history 
leading to 8,000-12,000 fatalities, while Hurricane Katrina in 2005 was the costliest, causing 
$160 billion in damage (Blake et al., 2011; NHC, 2018). Their impact on society is clearly 
profound. As a result, they have been studied in terms of their historical occurrence (e.g., 
Ludlum, 1963; Jarvinen, 2006; Landsea et al., 2008; Landsea et al., 2012; Landsea et al., 2014) 
as well as their impacts. Examples of specific impacts include the storm surge they generate 
(Needham and Keim, 2014), rainfall (Nogueira and Keim, 2010; Matyas, 2010), and lightning 
(DeMaria et al., 2012). Another facet of TCs which has been studied extensively is damage, both 
in terms of economic loss (e.g., Nordhaus, 2006; Metcalfe et al., 2008; Murphy and Strobl, 
2010), as well as in terms of loss of life (e.g., Frank and Husain, 1971; Boyd, 2011, Blake et al., 
2011). 
Another variable that has received considerable attention in the past few years is storm 
size. This is because of the very large sizes of Hurricanes Sandy and Isaac in 2012, and 
Hurricane Ike in 2008, all of which led to unprecedented storm surges for hurricanes despite their 
relatively weak rating on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (Needham and Keim, 2014). 
However, unlike storm surge and rainfall, TC size can be defined in various ways (e.g., radius of 
outermost closed isobar (ROCI), radius of maximum wind (RMW), radii of the eye (REYE), 
etc.). Hurricane Sandy, which was a “weak” Category 1 when it made landfall, had a diameter of 
tropical storm force winds approaching 870 nmi, or just over 1600 km (Blake et al., 2013).  Berg 
(2009) reported that Hurricane Ike, which made landfall as a Category 2 hurricane, exhibited an 
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eye 40 nmi (~ 74 km) in diameter. Hurricane Katrina, which devastated parts of the Gulf Coast, 
had both a radius of maximum wind between 25 – 30 nmi (46 – 55 km) as well as hurricane-
force winds extending outward at least 75 nmi (139 km) just before the storm made landfall in 
Buras, Louisiana (Knabb et al., 2011). TC size has also been of interest in the past. For instance, 
a technical report regarding levee construction around Lake Okeechobee made sure to 
incorporate the radius of maximum winds (Myers, 1954). However, a review of the literature 
reveals the majority of TC size research has been conducted since the 2004 and 2005 Atlantic 
hurricane seasons. Thus, it can be surmised that answering questions regarding how size is 
changing over time, as well as its relationship with intensity, storm surge, and other storm 
parameters has become a focal point of recent research. 
However, a major issue that hinders researching TC size is the lack of a readily available 
comprehensive size dataset. The Hurricane Research Division (HRD) of the U.S. National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) possesses a dataset of U.S. hurricane 
landfalls, but the size data in this dataset are either intermittent (RMW) or limited to a short 
subset of the record (ROCI). The Tropical Cyclone Extended Best Track dataset has thorough 
size data for four different size parameters (ROCI, RMW, REYE, and surface wind radii), but 
this record only extends from 1988 to 2016, as of present. David Roth, a scientist at NOAA’s 
Weather Prediction Center (WPC), possesses a ROCI dataset of his own creation, but this dataset 
also suffers from lack of complete coverage as well as a limited scope (Roth, personal 
communication). There are other datasets that contain TC size information. However, they tend 
to focus on shorter time scales as well as various size metrics (e.g. Ho et al., 1987, Chavas and 
Emanuel, 2010; Kruk et al., 2010, Chan and Chan, 2015). 
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A potential solution to the problems that plague the aforementioned datasets involves 
utilizing retroactive analysis (reanalysis) data as a source. Built on the premise of numerical 
weather prediction (Bengtsson et al., 2014), reanalysis products apply past environment 
observations to a series of model equations to generate output reconstructing atmospheric 
conditions during and after the period of the initial input data (NCAR, 2016). This has allowed 
for the generation of data sets with applications ranging from climate studies to commercial and 
business applications (Reanalyses.org, 2017). First proposed in 1988 (Trenberth and Olson, 
1988; Bengtsson and Shukla, 1988), these datasets are now regularly utilized, with one particular 
reanalysis dataset having been cited over 13,000 times as of 2016 (Parker, 2016). 
As such, since there is no long-term comprehensive TC size dataset available for tropical 
storm and hurricanes that make landfall in the U.S., the objective of this study is to detail the 
creation of a comprehensive ROCI dataset for tropical storm and hurricane landfalls in the 
continental United States for the period from 1948 – 2016 via reanalysis data. ROCI was chosen 
over other TC size metrics due to its inclusion in current TC size datasets, the feasibility of 
reconstructing ROCI due to its synoptic scale, and the relatively easy method of calculating 
ROCI values. Another objective for this study will be to conduct an analysis of the dataset, both 
on the whole as well as with respect to both intensity and landfall location. This paper will 
contain a brief literature review detailing ROCI as well as introducing the reanalysis dataset that 
will be used as the source of the mean sea level pressure maps, an explanation of how the dataset 
was created, an analysis of the dataset, and an explanation of how this work can and will be used 
in subsequent research. 
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2.2 Background 
 A definition of TC size that appears in the literature frequently is the radius of the 
outermost closed isobar (ROCI). The ROCI serves as a boundary between the environmental sea 
level pressure and the pressure decrease associated with a TC, and thus serves as a demarcation 
line between the TC and the ambient environment, with the entire TC contained within the ROCI 
(Holland and Merrill, 1984; Merrill, 1984; Kimball and Mulakar, 2004). The ROCI is a quadrant 
based measurement, with ROCI averaged from radii measured in the four cardinal directions 
(Cocks and Gray, 2002; Roth, 2013) This boundary can be seen with respect to heavy 
precipitation, as the rain field of a TC is often contained within the ROCI (Matyas, 2010; Lin et 
al., 2015). Uses of ROCI in the literature include building short-term (less than thirty years) 
climatological datasets (Brand, 1972; Merrill, 1984, Dean et al., 2009; Moore and Dixon, 2011), 
utilization as a parameter in intensification analysis (Carrasco et al., 2014), and utilization as a 
parameter in model improvement (Mouton and Nordbeck, 2002; Weber, 2006; Knaff et al., 
2014). 
 The concept of reanalysis datasets was first broached in 1988 (Trenberth, 2008). 
However, reanalysis datasets began in earnest with the advent of three reanalysis datasets, the 
most notable of which is the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996; Bosilovich, 
2012). Using a 2.5° by 2.5° grid to generate global analyses at subdaily intervals, these reanalysis 
data made up the first major reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996; Parker, 2016). Other 
reanalysis datasets have since been created, with major agencies such as the Japan 
Meteorological Agency (JMA), the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) having contributed 
to their creation (Rienecker et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011; Murakami et al., 2014). The application 
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of reanalysis datasets in the realm of TCs varies, with studies ranging from track accuracy 
(Hodges et al., 2017) to lifecycle intensity (Schenkel and Hart, 2012) to identification of 
potential TCs (Truchelut et al., 2013). However, use of reanalysis datasets is cautioned, as 
artificial biases can be introduced via changes in the observing system and model assimilation 
errors (van den Hurk, 2012; Bengtsson et al. 2014), and it has been recommended that the most 
recent generation (third generation) of reanalyses be utilized for research, as the first and second 
generation reanalyses were essentially evolving and thus flawed in some capacity (Fasullo, 2011; 
Shea, 2011). 
2.3 Data and Methods 
 This paper focuses on the North Atlantic Ocean basin, specifically with respect to 
landfalling storms along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GOM) coast and the U.S. East Coast (EC). 
The boundary between the GOM and the EC was determined via the International Hydrographic 
Organization (IHO, 1953, p. 14), which defines the GOM boundary as the following: 
A line joining Cape Catoche Light (21°37’ N, 87°04’ W) with the Light on Cape San 
Antonio in Cuba, through this island to the meridian of 83° W and to the Northward along 
this meridian to the latitude of the South point of the Dry Tortugas (24°35’ N), along this 
parallel Eastward to Rebecca Shoal (82°35’ W) thence through the shoals and Florida Keys 
to the mainland at eastern end of Florida Bay, all the narrow waters between the Dry 
Tortugas and the mainland being considered to be within the Gulf. 
All size values correspond to the size of the TC when it makes landfall. Thus, systems that 
remained over the Atlantic Ocean, GOM, and Caribbean Sea without a U.S. landfall were 
omitted. In terms of storm intensity, only tropical storms and hurricanes were the focus of this 
study. Thus, tropical depressions were omitted. Storms that made landfall that subsequently 
transitioned into extratropical strength were retained, but any landfall while extratropical was 
excluded. With respect to size values, storms that make multiple landfalls have size values for 
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each landfall recorded, when applicable, given that the TC remained over open water for at least 
six hours between each landfall. For this study, the period of record was 1948 – 2016. 
 The reanalysis dataset utilized for this analysis is the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I dataset, 
first introduced by Kalnay et al. (1996). The reason this dataset was chosen is because of the 
long period of record (1948 – present) as well as its substantial literature presence (Examples of 
TC related research include Swail and Cox, 2000; Palmer and Barnes, 2002; Hennon and 
Hobgood, 2003; Murakami, 2014; and Kossin, 2015). Another reason why this dataset was 
chosen was to address the gap in TC size information between 1960 (the end of the HRD ROCI 
record) and 1988 (the beginning of the EBT dataset). Mean sea level pressure maps were created 
using Unidata’s Integrated Data Viewer (IDV) software. Two methods were utilized to generate 
maps for each landfalling TC. The first method, referred to as the “HURDAT method,” involved 
determining landfall via the HURDAT2 Best Track dataset (Landsea et al., 2015), which was 
subjected to an interpolation scheme that interpolated the six-hourly observations into hourly 
observations (Elsner and Jagger, 2013). Using ArcGIS, the hourly point data were converted into 
a polyline feature, and the landfall time was determined via the intersection of the TC track and a 
shapefile of the U.S. coastline. Once determined, the pre- and post-landfall maps were generated 
in IDV. It is important to note that while the TC tracks contained hourly information, the 
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I maps are generated in six-hour intervals (i.e. 0, 6, 12, and 18Z, 
otherwise known as synoptic hours (NSIDC Glossary, 2018)). If the TC made landfall at a non-
synoptic hour, two maps would be generated, one at the synoptic hour before landfall, the other 
at the synoptic hour after landfall. If the TC made landfall during a synoptic hour, only that time 
was used to generate a map. The second method, referred to as the “NCEP method,” involved 
determining landfall using the mean sea level pressure maps themselves. This is because, during 
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the process of generating maps via the HURDAT method, it was discovered that there was often 
a lag between the map-indicated landfall and the track-indicated landfall. A potential reason for 
this lag could be the scale of TCs, as reanalyses may not have enough mesoscale observations to 
match the observed or best estimate TC center location (Dr. Chris Landsea, personal 
communication). This, coupled with the 2.5° by 2.5° grid that constructs the NCEP/NCAR 
Reanalysis I dataset, could explain this lag, as inaccurate input data, coupled with the coarse 
spatial resolution, could combine to generate an output that is further away from the best-tracked 
location. As a result, it was decided that size values should be calculated for both methods, with 
the goal of determining which method is better suited for future analysis. The key difference 
between the two methods is that, with the HURDAT method, maps are created based on when 
the hourly interpolated TC tracks indicate the storm made landfall, whereas in the NCEP method, 
the maps that showed the TC center transitioning from being over water to over land were 
selected as the pre- and post-landfall maps. To ensure both methods had an equal population 
size, TCs that satisfied both methods were included in the final dataset. 
To determine the ROCI, a rigorous procedure was created. This was done to attempt to 
provide a means to determine ROCI in an easily reproducible manner. Current ROCI datasets 
were created in part by optical determination (David Roth, personal communication), which 
introduces an element of subjectivity that cannot be duplicated regularly by different researchers. 
The procedure to determine a TC’s ROCI relies on conversion factors (CFs). Since the maps 
contain a 5° by 5° graticule, a CF can be created that relates real world measurements and map 
spacing. These CFs were created for both latitude and longitude spacing between 20° N and 50° 
N with respect to latitude and between 65° W and 100°W with respect to longitude. Both CFs 
were created by measuring the distance between two lines of latitude or longitude twenty times, 
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then taking the average of the twenty measurements. This was performed to increase the 
confidence that the measured distance was accurate, as relying on only a single measurement 
increases the chance that an erroneous value was recorded. Furthermore, the standard error of 
each measurement was calculated. Measurements were conducted with a digital micrometer set 
to record values in millimeters to the hundredths place. 
 Once the CFs were created, the center of each TC needed to be isolated. To do this, the 
innermost closed isobar of the TC was contained within a square created via lines tangent to the 
innermost closed isobar, a geometric procedure known as circumscribing (Euclid, The Elements, 
Book IV, Definition 2). Each edge of the square was drawn via a straightedge parallel to a line of 
latitude or longitude. Once the square was created, diagonal lines from each corner were drawn 
through the square, with the intersection of each diagonal considered the center of the 
circulation. This is because, when a regular polygon is inscribed within a square, the center of 
the circle or regular polygon is also the center of the square (Euclid, The Elements, Book IV, 
Proposition 7). Since the center of a square can be determined by the intersection of diagonal 
lines drawn from one corner of the square to the other, and the center of the square is also the 
center of the regular polygon, the intersection of the diagonals identifies the center of the 
inscribed polygon. Once determined, the straightedge was utilized to create two bisecting line 
segments (one each for latitude and longitude) that ran parallel to lines of latitude and longitude. 
These bisecting line segments were drawn such that the ends of each segment were where the 
storm would be measured (i.e. the outermost closed isobar (OCI)). An important assumption 
made during this process is that the innermost closed isobar is a regular polygon. While, in 
practice, this is not the case, treating the innermost closed isobar as a regular polygon allows for 
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the determination of the center via circumscribing (Dr. Molly Dunkum, personal 
communication). 
 After the map center of the storm was determined, the distance from the endpoints of 
each bisecting line segment was measured. Only one of these measurements were taken for each 
line segment, as opposed to the twenty for the CFs. Note that common practice involves 
rounding the final ROCI result to the nearest 25 nautical miles (nmi) (Dr. Chris Landsea, 
personal communication), and an emphasis was placed on the accuracy of the CFs. Furthermore, 
taking a sample of measurements during the dataset’s construction found that the difference 
between twenty averaged measurements and one individual measurement was negligible, even 
before rounding to the nearest 25 nmi. As a result, either raw or rounded ROCI values can be 
utilized for analysis. 
 Once the latitude and longitude measurements were taken, the CFs were utilized to 
determine the degree spacing on the map of each segment. These values were then entered into 
the equation below, provided by David Roth of the Weather Prediction Center (WPC). 
   𝑅𝑂𝐶𝐼 =
(60∗𝑌)+(𝑋∗60 cos(𝜙))
4
 
In Equation 1, X is the longitude degree spacing, Y is the latitude degree spacing, and ϕ 
is the latitude value of the center of the TC. This storm center latitude value was determined in 
ArcGIS using the hourly interpolated TC tracks. 
 An Excel sheet was created to contain the final record for each storm. Each record 
contains information such as the storm name (names for this study were taken from the Unisys 
Hurricane page and renamed using the nomenclature Dr. Chris Landsea uses in his reanalysis 
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papers), map date, map time (in UTC), storm center latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees), 
latitude and longitude degree spacing (in decimal degrees), ROCI (in nmi, both raw and 
rounded), pressure of the outermost closed isobar (POCI, in millibars), the Saffir-Simpson 
hurricane wind scale rating at landfall, and the wind speed (in knots) at landfall. 
 Once the ROCI values for each map were created, the list of values was reduced to where 
each storm had one ROCI value, which corresponded to the ROCI at landfall. This final ROCI 
was created using weighted averages. For the HURDAT method, the weighted average was 
based on landfall time. The weights were created by taking the landfall time and determining 
which map was closest to that particular map time. For example, a landfall at 3Z would be equal 
time away from 0Z and 6Z (three hours), whereas a landfall at 5Z would be closer (one hour) to 
the 6Z than 0Z (five hours). Since all maps were generated at six-hour increments, the weight 
was based on increments of six. Using the above examples, the 3Z landfall would have equal 
weights for each map (3/6, or 0.5), whereas the 5Z landfall would have unequal weights (5/6, or 
0.8333, for the 6Z map, and 1/6, or .1667, for the 0Z map). For TCs that made landfall during a 
synoptic hour, the ROCI generated from the map would be used by default, since the weight for 
the map at landfall would be 1. For the NCEP method, the weighted average was based on the 
distance of the TC center from to the coast. These distances were calculated in ArcMap by 
generating a line segment using the center coordinates from each map and measuring the 
distance from the center coordinates to where the segment intersected the coastline. 
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In summary, the process to determine ROCI is as follows: 
1. Generate mean sea level pressure maps in IDV (using either the six hour 
increment pre- and post-landfall times according to the hourly interpolated 
HURDAT2 best tracks or the reanalysis maps that indicate the center crosses the 
coastline in accordance with the NHC definition of landfall) 
2. Circumscribe a square around the innermost closed isobar 
3. Identify the center of the square via intersecting square diagonals (this in turn 
identifies the center of the innermost closed isobar, and therefore the center of the 
TC) 
4. Bisect the TC through the center with two line segments, with their endpoints 
located on the OCI. Each segment lies parallel to lines of latitude and longitude, 
so one segment stretches from east to west and the other from north to south, with 
the endpoints located on the OCI 
5. Measure the length of both segments with a digital micrometer, recording the 
length (in millimeters) 
6. Use the CFs created from the 5° by 5° grid to convert from millimeters to decimal 
degrees 
7. Input the two decimal degree conversions into Roth’s equation (Equation 1) 
alongside the storm center latitude coordinate (in decimal degrees) to calculate a 
ROCI value (in nautical miles) 
8. Once pre- and post-landfall ROCI values have been calculated, utilize a weighted 
average to calculate the landfall ROCI value 
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A visual depiction of steps 2-5 are included in Figures 1, 2, and 3. These figures involve Tropical 
Storm Doria (1971), which made landfall near Newport, North Carolina with an ROCI of 185.12 
nmi (342.84 km). 
This section served to introduce the method utilized to determine landfall ROCI from 
reanalysis-generated mean sea level pressure maps, as well as define the study area and rules for 
which TCs would be included in the dataset. The following section will constitute an analysis of 
the datasets (both HURDAT and NCEP), with emphasis placed on raw, unrounded ROCI. 
Analysis will also be conducted on the differences between the two datasets. The analysis will be 
conducted on the whole dataset as well as on a regional level, focusing on TCs that make landfall 
in the GOM and along the EC.  
 
Fig. 1: Tropical Storm Doria (1971), with the innermost closed isobar inscribed within a square 
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Fig. 2: Tropical Storm Doria (1971), with center identified 
 
Fig. 3: Tropical Storm Doria (1971), with line segments indicating where measurements would be 
taken to calculate ROCI 
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2.4 Results 
 Using the hourly interpolated TC tracks, it was determined the continental U.S. 
experienced 177 TC landfalls during the 69-year period from 1948 – 2016 that satisfied the 
criteria mentioned previously. However, there were three special cases that could conceivably be 
included: Hurricane Beulah (1967), Tropical Storm Ida (2009), and Hurricane/Extratropical 
Storm Sandy (2012). Hurricane Beulah made landfall in Mexico, which would necessitate its 
exclusion. However, the landfall location’s proximity to the U.S. border (~ 16 km) coupled with 
its intensity (Category 5) can serve as justification for its inclusion. Tropical Storm Ida and 
Hurricane Sandy both completed extratropical transition just prior to landfall, which would 
normally result in exclusion. However, Hurricane Sandy was a substantial storm to impact the 
U.S. East Coast, with damage estimates exceeding $70 billion after adjusting for inflation (NHC, 
2018). However, to include Sandy, Ida must be included as well, as Ida completed extratropical 
transition just before landfall, much like Sandy. While Ida did not cause near as much damage as 
Sandy, the justification for Sandy’s inclusion based on extratropical transition just prior to 
landfall also applies to Ida. For consistency, Ida is included in the special cases. To differentiate 
between the TCs that adhere to the pre-established criteria, the ROCI data were subset to remove 
Beulah, Ida, and Sandy (hereafter referred to collectively as special cases). 
 Analysis was conducted using ArcGIS for Desktop as well as the R Statistical Computing 
Package (R Core Team, 2017). ArcGIS was utilized for spatial autocorrelation and figure 
generation, while R was utilized to calculate descriptive statistics, compare the two methods of 
generating ROCI, and analyzing relationships between ROCI and assorted variables (these 
variables are mentioned in the Data and Methods section above). R was also utilized to generate 
figures, particularly histograms, boxplots, and correlation matrices. 
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Spatial Autocorrelation 
 Once the ROCI datasets were officially constructed, the ROCI values were tested for 
spatial autocorrelation. While it can be assumed that the individual ROCI values would be 
independent of each other, due to each ROCI value being representative of a particular landfall 
across time and space, testing for spatial autocorrelation eliminates the need for assumption as 
well as indicates whether statistical analyses going forward would be appropriate. To do this, 
shapefiles of landfall locations were created for each method (including and excluding special 
cases) in ArcMap before applying the Spatial Autocorrelation tool in ArcToolbox. This tool 
calculates the Global Moran’s I statistic (Moran, 1950), which is useful for determining whether 
data is spatially dependent (Li et al., 2007). The Spatial Autocorrelation tool defines the Moran’s 
I statistic as  
         
where I is the Moran’s I statistic, n is the total number of features, S0 is the aggregate of all 
spatial weights, wi,j is the spatial weight between feature i and j, and zi (zj) is the deviation of an 
attribute for feature i (j) from its mean (xi - xbar , or xj -xbar) (ESRI, 2017). The output report 
from the Spatial Autocorrelation tool for each method (including and excluding special cases) 
indicated that the ROCI pattern was not significantly different than random (I = 0.03, p = 0.94; I 
= 0.01, p = 0.97; I = -0.55, p = 0.21; and I = -0.56, p = 0.20 for the HURDAT methods 
(excluding and including special cases) and the NCEP methods (excluding and including special 
cases), respectively), which in turn suggested the data were not spatially autocorrelated.  
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Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics indicate the HURDAT method mean ROCI during this period was 
237.76 nmi (440.33 km) while the median was 218.31 nmi (404.31 km). The NCEP method, 
mean ROCI was 234.71 nmi (434.69 km), with a median of 216.04 nmi (400.11 km). The 
HURDAT method maximum ROCI was found to be 601.75 nmi (1114.44 km) while the NCEP 
maximum was 601.14 nmi (1113.31 km). Both maximum ROCI values corresponded to Tropical 
Storm Agnes, which made landfall on Long Island, New York in 1972. The HURDAT method 
provided a minimum ROCI of 26.52 nmi (49.12 km), while the NCEP minimum ROCI was 
34.97 nmi (64.76 km). Both minimum ROCIs belonged to Tropical Storm Candy, which made 
landfall near Corpus Christi, Texas in 1968. If the special cases (Hurricane Beulah, Tropical 
Storm Ida, and Hurricane Sandy) are included, there are slight changes. For the HURDAT 
method, the average ROCI is 239.64 nmi (443.82 km) while the median is 219.09 nmi (405.75 
km). For the NCEP method, the average ROCI is 236.64 nmi (438.25 km), while the median 
ROCI is 216.13 nmi (400.27 km). Table 1 contains these values as well as some other descriptive 
statistics. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate HURDAT Method ROCI via histogram and boxplot, while 
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate NCEP method ROCI via histogram and boxplot. Both sets of figures 
show outliers once ROCI exceeds 400 nmi (740.80 km), with the majority of ROCI values 
located between 100 and 400 nmi. As a result, the Shapiro-Wilk normality test was used to 
determine whether ROCI exhibited a normal distribution. The Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
(Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) null hypothesis is that the data come from a normally distributed 
dataset, and is given by the equation 
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where W is the test statistic for normality, ai is a constant, yi is the ith order statistic, and ӯ is the 
sample mean. The results of the test (p < 0.0001 for both HURDAT and NCEP methods), 
coupled with the observations from the histograms and boxplots, suggest that the data are not 
normally distributed.  
Another way to examine the datasets is to subset the data by intensity. To do this, the 
total TC dataset was subset by wind speed to conform to the Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind 
scale, with the TCs divided into four main classes: Tropical Storms (TS, wind speed between 
17.49 – 32.92 ms-1), Hurricanes (H, 32.92+ ms-1), Minor Hurricanes (MiH, wind speed between 
32.92 – 49.39 ms-1), and Major Hurricanes (MH, 49.39+ ms-1). Major hurricanes are TCs with a 
Saffir-Simpson rating of Category 3, 4, or 5. Minor hurricanes are TCs with a Saffir-Simpson 
rating of Category 1 or 2. Hurricanes are all TCs ranked Category 1-5. Table 2 contains 
descriptive statistics for all four of these subsets for both methods, with and without special 
cases. For both methods, the wind speeds were retrieved from the hourly interpolated tracks, 
specifically the hourly segment that intersected the coastline. 
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for both HURDAT and NCEP method-determined ROCI 
(Note: Columns with special cases included have (all) included after method name) 
 HURDAT NCEP  HURDAT (all) NCEP (all) 
Mean (nmi) 237.76 234.71 239.64 236.64 
Median (nmi) 218.31 216.04  219.09 216.13 
Max. (nmi) 601.75 601.14 601.75 601.14 
Min. (nmi) 26.52 34.97 26.52 34.97 
Std. Dev. (nmi) 96.95 99.88 99.94 102.50 
Variance (nmi2) 9399.18 9975.06 9988.07 10505.48 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Histogram of HURDAT Method ROCI 
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Fig. 5: Boxplot of HURDAT Method ROCI 
 
 
Fig. 6: Histogram of NCEP Method ROCI 
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Fig. 7: Boxplot of NCEP Method ROCI 
Table 2 indicates that, regardless of method or inclusion of special cases, both the 
average and median tropical storm is smaller than the average and median hurricane, which in 
turn is smaller than the average and median major hurricane. Figure 8 illustrates this by plotting 
ROCI by wind speed at landfall, with a trend line added to help visualize potential trends. Not 
only do the intensities indicate larger ROCI as intensity increases, but the minimum ROCI is 
larger as intensity increases also. With respect to hurricanes, major hurricanes are larger than 
minor hurricanes, on average, but minor hurricanes tend to have a lower variation in ROCI. With 
respect to the methods, all intensities reflect the general pattern that the HURDAT ROCI is 
slightly larger than the NCEP ROCI. This will be explored in greater detail in the next section. 
The standard deviation and variance decrease from tropical storm to hurricane, but increases 
from minor hurricane to major hurricane. This occurs across all methods with and without 
special cases. 
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Fig. 8: Scatterplot of HURDAT method ROCI with respect to wind speed at landfall 
  
Table 3 contains the same descriptive statistics as Tables 1 and 2, but instead looks at 
ROCI by region, specifically the GOM and along the EC. When observing ROCI by region, the 
datasets indicate both the average and median TC is larger along the EC than in the GOM. This 
can be explained by the tendency of TCs to grow as they move into more baroclinic 
environments (i.e. as the TC moves northward away from the tropics) as well as when the TC 
begins to recurve towards the west (McKenzie, 2017). However, standard deviation and variance 
vary depending on whether special cases are included. If they are excluded, there is more 
variance in the GOM, but if they are included, the variance is greater along the EC. Considering 
Sandy was an exceptionally large storm (ROCI = 591.76 nmi (1095.94 km)), this is not an 
unexpected result. 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for ROCI by intensity for both HURDAT and NCEP methods, 
including and excluding special cases (Note: Rows with special cases included have (all) included 
after method name and intensity) 
 Mean 
(nmi) 
Median 
(nmi) 
Max. 
(nmi) 
Min. 
(nmi) 
Std. Dev. 
(nmi) 
Variance 
(nmi2) 
HURDAT TS  
(N = 89) 
218.56 198.20 601.75 26.52 98.68 9736.92 
NCEP TS 
(N = 89) 
216.44 200.69 601.14 44.77 103.47 10706.68 
HURDAT H 
(N = 88) 
257.18 250.25 562.77 63.19 91.69 8407.37 
NCEP H 
(N = 88) 
253.19 245.17 547.34 34.97 93.07 8662.92 
HURDAT MiH 
(N = 58) 
244.41 246.99 431.08 63.19 81.42 6629.65 
NCEP MiH 
(N = 58) 
241.05 235.77 454.46 34.97 86.52 7485.51 
HURDAT MH 
(N = 30) 
281.85 259.20 562.77 126.91 106.00 11235.49 
NCEP MH 
(N = 30) 
276.65 266.52 547.34 128.39 102.04 10411.78 
HURDAT TS (all) 
(N = 90) 
217.96 197.70 601.75 26.52 98.29 9660.91 
NCEP TS (all) 
(N = 90) 
216.07 200.68 601.14 44.77 102.95 10598.79 
HURDAT H (all) 
(N = 90) 
261.33 250.75 591.76 63.19 97.35 9476.20 
NCEP H (all) 
(N = 90) 
257.21 250.68 581.39 34.97 98.36 9674.68 
HURDAT MiH (all) 
(N = 59) 
250.30 248.94 591.76 63.19 92.52 8560.29 
NCEP MiH (all) 
(N = 59) 
246.82 237.69 581.39 34.97 96.54 9319.65 
HURDAT MH (all) 
(N = 31) 
282.33 259.29 562.77 126.91 104.25 10867.91 
NCEP MH (all) 
(N = 31) 
276.97 269.27 547.34 128.39 100.34 10067.84 
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics for ROCI by region for both HURDAT and NCEP methods, 
including and excluding special cases (Note: Rows with special cases included have (all) included 
after method name and intensity) 
 HURDAT 
GOM 
(N = 117) 
HURDAT 
EC 
(N = 60) 
NCEP 
GOM 
(N = 117) 
NCEP 
EC 
(N = 60) 
HURDAT 
GOM (all) 
(N = 119) 
HURDAT 
EC (all) 
(N = 61) 
NCEP 
GOM 
(all) 
(N = 119) 
NCEP 
EC (all) 
(N = 61) 
Mean 
(nmi) 
237.05 239.15 229.63 245.13 236.93 244.93 229.72 250.83 
Median 
(nmi) 
209.21 225.28 208.48 230.70 209.21 226.22 208.48 231.69 
Max. 
(nmi) 
562.77 601.75 577.72 601.14 562.77 601.75 577.72 601.14 
Min. 
(nmi) 
26.52 63.19 44.77 34.97 26.52 63.19 44.77 34.97 
Std. Dev. 
(nmi) 
100.54 90.33 101.94 95.52 100.07 100.31 101.31 104.32 
Variance 
(nmi2) 
10109.27 8159.41 10391.15 9124.41 10013.43 10061.69 10263.00 10883.54 
 
Dataset Comparisons 
 The ROCI values derived from the two methods were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis 
(KW) test. The equation for the KW test is 
                    
where H is the test statistic, N is the number of observations in all samples combined, C is the 
number of samples, Ri is the sum of the ranks in the ith sample, and ni is the number of 
observations in the ith sample (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952). The KW test was chosen because it is 
a non-parametric test that measures whether the differences between two samples occur because 
the populations are different, or because of chance variation (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952). The null 
hypothesis of the KW test in R is that the distributions of the two variables (in this case, 
HURDAT method ROCI and NCEP method ROCI) are the same (R Core Team, 2018). The 
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result of the KW test was not statistically significant (χ2 = 178, p = 0.49), which in turn suggests 
that while individual ROCI values may differ, the composition of the dataset as a whole is not 
statistically different, meaning the method of choice is statistically irrelevant with respect to 
ROCI distribution. 
 While the distribution of ROCI may not differ significantly between methods, individual 
TC ROCI values do vary. This is due to the varying methods occasionally employing different 
maps in the ROCI calculation. For example, Hurricane Irene’s (2012) ROCI was calculated 
using 0Z and 6Z maps for the HURDAT method, but given the discovered lag with the NCEP 
method, maps from 6Z and 12Z maps were utilized. As a result, the HURDAT method ROCI 
was calculated to be 218.31 nmi (404.31 km), while the NCEP method ROCI was calculated to 
be 275.25 nmi (509.76 km). While not all TCs in the dataset were subject to this temporal lag, 
those that exhibit the lag faced the prospect of having highly contrasting final ROCI values. 
Figure 9 is a plot that illustrates the difference between HURDAT method ROCI and NCEP 
method ROCI (excluding special cases). Positive lines indicate the HURDAT method ROCI was 
larger than the NCEP method ROCI for that particular TC, while negative lines indicate the 
opposite. The index is based on the individual TC, with all TCs in chronological order of landfall 
from 1948 to 2016 (a list of all tropical cyclones included in the dataset can be found in the 
Appendix). The average difference between HURDAT and NCEP ROCI was 3.05 nmi (5.65 
km), with a median of 1.80 nmi (3.33 km), a maximum of 120.56 nmi (223.28 km), and a 
minimum of 0.09 nmi (0.17 km). Of the 177 TCs with ROCI values, 97 (54.8%) had larger 
ROCI values determined via the HURDAT method, while 80 (45.2%) had larger ROCI values 
determined via the NCEP method. When the three special cases are included, there is no 
appreciable change in the datasets. While the descriptive statistics describing the difference 
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between the two methods change slightly (mean difference reduced from 3.05 nmi to 3.00 nmi, 
median difference increased from 1.80 to 1.86), the KW test still suggests there is no significant 
difference between the two methods. To ascertain whether the difference between HURDAT and 
NCEP ROCI changed with time, the Mann-Kendall test was used. First proposed by Henry Mann 
(Mann, 1945), the Mann-Kendall test examines trends by determining if values change with time 
monotonically (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992). The Mann-Kendall test is expressed by the equations 
                   
and  
       
where S and τ are test statistics and sign (yj-yi) is equal to either 1, 0, or -1. According to Meals et 
al., 2011 (p. 9), “When S is a large positive number, later-measured values tend to be larger than 
earlier values and an upward trend is indicated. When S is a large negative number, later values 
tend to be smaller than earlier values and a downward trend is indicated. When the absolute 
value of S is small, no trend is indicated.” Once S is determined, τ is calculated, and “the null 
hypothesis of no trend is rejected when S and τ are significantly different from zero.” This test 
indicated the difference between the two methods was not increasing nor decreasing with time (τ 
= 0.01, p = 0.72 excluding special cases, τ = 0.01, p = 0.80 including special cases). 
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Fig. 9: Difference between HURDAT method ROCI and NCEP method determined ROCI (in 
nmi). The x-axis represents each individual TC in the dataset, with all TCs ordered by landfall 
chronologically from 1948 – 2016 
 
Not only was there a temporal lag between the two dataset methods, there was also a 
spatial lag. This spatial lag was not unexpected, as Hodges et al. (2017) identified that while TCs 
can be detected in reanalysis datasets, their location was considered a match if the TC was within 
4° of the best-track location. This spatial discrepancy was responsible for two important storms 
being omitted from the dataset (Hurricane Andrew, Hurricane Katrina’s first landfall in Florida) 
as the center of the circulation passed through the Florida Straits, as opposed to making landfall 
in Florida. To explore this spatial lag between datasets, the difference between storm center 
latitude, storm center longitude, and distance between landfall locations was calculated. The 
distance between landfall locations was determined using the Vincenty Ellipsoid method. 
Developed by Thaddeus Vincenty, who is considered one of the key figures behind the North 
American Datum of 1983, the Vincenty Ellipsoid method is used to calculate the shortest 
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distance between two points, otherwise referred to as the “great-circle-distance” (Vincenty, 
1975; Chovitz, 2002, Hijmans, 2017). The method uses an ellipsoid as opposed to a circle, 
however, and is accurate to 0.5 mm (Veness, 2016).  Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the landfall 
locations of TCs via the HURDAT and NCEP methods, respectively, while Figure 12 showcases 
some individual storm landfall location discrepancies in the region near the Texas/Mexico 
border.  
Descriptive statistics of latitude, longitude, and distance differences can be seen in Table 
4. These descriptive statistics suggest that, for a given TC, the difference between the TC 
center’s longitudes would be more pronounced than the center’s latitudes. This makes sense 
considering the GOM contains regions where latitudinal variation is slight (e.g. the northern Gulf 
Coast between Gulfport, MS and Panama City, FL), so any TC landfalls in this region would 
have similar latitude coordinates but varied longitude coordinates. There were two TCs that had 
at least one latitude or longitude coordinate shared between the two methods. Both methods had 
the same latitude coordinate for Hurricane Donna (1960), while they both had the same longitude 
coordinate for Hurricane Bret (1999). With respect to longitude, roughly 66% of all TCs had a 
positive longitude difference (i.e. the HURDAT longitude was greater than the NCEP longitude). 
Since longitude was negative due to the TCs being in the Western Hemisphere, this translates to 
roughly two-thirds of all NCEP landfalls occurring to the west of where the best tracks indicated 
landfall. When subset by region, 74% of GOM TCs exhibited a positive longitude difference, 
while 50% of EC TCs exhibited a positive longitude difference. Thus, almost three-quarters of 
GOM TCs had a landfall location determined by the reanalysis data to occur west of where the 
best track data indicated landfall, while the EC was evenly split. 
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics of the differences in storm center latitude, storm center longitude, 
and landfall locations between the HURDAT and NCEP methods (excluding special cases). 
 Storm Center 
Latitude Difference 
Storm Center 
Longitude Difference 
Landfall Location 
Distance Difference 
Mean 0.13° 0.30° 82.16 km 
Median 0.05° 0.31° 67.47 km 
Max. 2.51° 2.96° 344.14 km 
Min. 0° 0° 1.49 km 
Std. Dev. 0.61° 0.74° 60.49 km 
 
When looking at storm center latitude and longitude differences by intensity, storm center 
latitude differences for tropical storms were larger than hurricanes, on average, but the median 
tropical storm center latitude difference was smaller than hurricanes. Major hurricane center 
latitude differences were smaller than minor hurricane center latitude differences, both with 
respect to the average and the median TC. These observations hold true regardless of whether 
special cases are included. As for the storm center longitude differences, the average tropical 
storm differences are greater than hurricane difference, but only if special cases are excluded. If 
the special cases are included, the differences are equal on average. This does not hold true if the 
median TC is used. In that case, the hurricane center longitude difference is greater than the 
tropical storm difference, both with and without special cases. For both the average and median 
TC, the storm center longitude differences for major hurricanes are greater than minor 
hurricanes, both with and without special cases. 
Pertaining to the straight line distances, the descriptive statistics indicate that there is a 
sizable spatial lag between the HURDAT2 best track locations and the reanalysis data, with the 
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average landfall distance differing by roughly 82 km. No TC had a landfall that overlapped 
between the two methods, with the closest being Tropical Storm Fay (2008), which had a straight 
line distance of 1.49 km between the two methods. The TC with the largest distance between 
landfall locations was Storm 2 (1982), at 299.05 km. This was because the NCEP method 
indicated landfall in South Carolina, whereas the HURDAT2 best track indicated the TC 
remained just off shore until making landfall in North Carolina. When the data are subset by 
region, the results suggest the spatial lag is more pronounced in the GOM, with an average 
distance difference roughly 18 km larger than the EC and a median distance difference roughly 
15 km larger than the EC. However, the largest distance difference (Storm 2, 1982) occurred 
along the EC, and the smallest distance difference (Tropical Storm Fay, 2008) occurred in the 
GOM. 
If special cases are included, several of the descriptive statistics that pertain to storm 
center latitude and longitude remain the same, with only the mean and the standard deviation 
changing (0.30° becomes 0.28°, and 0.74° becomes 0.76°, respectively). However, the landfall 
location distance differences are more pronounced. The average distance difference increased 
just over 13 km to 95.33 km, the median distance difference increased just over 10 km to 77.83 
km, the maximum distance difference remained the same, but the minimum distance difference 
decreased to 0.99 km (Sandy, 2012). The standard deviation increased just over 10 km to 70.6 
km, which in turn would lead to an increase in variance. Despite the short distance between 
Sandy’s landfall locations, the distance between Beulah and Ida’s landfall locations were large 
enough to influence the dataset as a whole. On the regional level, the EC had smaller storm 
center latitude and longitude differences (both average and median) compared to the GOM. Both 
regions contained one TC that had a storm center latitude difference of zero, but only the GOM 
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had a TC with a storm center longitude difference of zero. The GOM had a greater standard 
deviation with respect to center latitude difference, while the EC had a greater standard deviation 
with respect to storm center longitude difference. With respect to the landfall location distance 
differences, the GOM had larger differences (both average and median) compared to the EC 
(89.83 and 75.11 vs. 69.19 and 57.58, respectively), as well as a greater standard deviation and 
variance. However, the EC had the TCs with the largest (Storm 2, 1982) and smallest (Sandy, 
2012) distance between landfall locations.  
 As for intensity, the average tropical storm landfall distance difference is just smaller 
than the average hurricane landfall distance difference. However, the median distance difference 
is larger for hurricanes as opposed to tropical storms. This is true both with and without special 
cases. The average major hurricane has a larger distance difference than minor hurricanes 
regardless of special case inclusion. However, this cannot be said for the median TC. If special 
cases are excluded (included), minor hurricanes have a larger (smaller) distance difference than 
major hurricanes. When concerning the maximum distance difference (i.e. the TC with the 
largest distance between the HURDAT landfall and the NCEP landfall location), the tropical 
storm with the greatest distance difference was larger than the hurricane with the greatest 
distance difference (299.04 km vs 234.74 km), and the maximum minor hurricane distance 
difference was greater than the maximum major hurricane distance difference (234.74 km vs 
225.90 km). This holds true regardless of special case inclusion. When considering the landfall 
location with the smallest distance difference, the inclusion or exclusion of special cases matters. 
If special cases are excluded (included), the tropical storm distance difference is less than 
(greater than) the hurricane distance difference, while the minor hurricane distance difference is 
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greater than (less than) the major hurricane distance difference. This is due to Hurricane Sandy’s 
0.86 km distance between HURDAT and NCEP landfall.  
 
Fig. 10: Map of TC landfall locations (1948 – 2016), as determined by HURDAT2 
 
Fig. 11: Map of landfall locations (1948 – 2016), as determined by NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I 
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Fig. 12: Map indicating landfall location discrepancies between the HURDAT and NCEP method, 
with selected TCs labeled 
ROCI Analysis 
 The following section will serve as an analysis of the ROCI values with respect to other 
variables present during the creation of the dataset. These variables include the landfall time (for 
the HURDAT method only), the latitude and longitude of the TC center, the ROCI once rounded 
to the nearest 25 nmi, the pressure of the outermost closed isobar (POCI), the Saffir-Simpson 
Category rating at landfall, and the wind speed at landfall. Statistical significance is based on the 
0.05 (95%) significance level. 
Trend 
 The Mann-Kendall test was used to determine whether TC size at landfall was changing 
over time. Regardless of method or whether special cases are included, the results of the Mann-
Kendall test did not suggest a significant trend in landfall ROCI over time. When subset by 
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region or intensity, the same results apply. The only time a significant trend appeared was when 
the HURDAT method minor hurricane subset without special cases was tested (τ = -0.164, p = 
0.07). However, the results are significant at the 0.1 (90%) confidence interval instead of the 
0.05 (95%) confidence level, and the trend is a very slight decreasing trend. 
Differences 
 During the descriptive statistics portion of the analysis, the results suggested that TCs that 
make landfall along the EC were larger than storms that made landfall in the GOM. To 
determine if this is a significant difference, the Mann-Whitney U test was performed on the two 
ROCI subsets. Described in depth by Mann and Whitney (1947), the Mann-Whitney U test is 
given by the equations 
         𝑈1 =  𝑛1𝑛2 +
𝑛1(𝑛1+1)
2
− 𝑅1   
and 
        𝑈2 =  𝑛1𝑛2 +
𝑛2(𝑛2+1)
2
− 𝑅2  
where the test statistic U is the smaller of U1 and U2, n1 and n2 are the samples sizes from the two 
samples being tested, and R1 and R2 are the sum of the ranks for groups 1 and 2, respectively 
(LaMorte, 2017). The null hypothesis of the Mann-Whitney U test is that the two samples are 
from the same population. While the test statistic is defined as U, the output in R is listed as W, 
which is a linear function of the original rank sum statistic (Ford, 2017). Regardless of special 
case inclusion, the HURDAT EC and GOM ROCI comparison resulted in a non-significant 
result (W = 3301, p = 0.51 excluding special cases, W = 3360, p = 0.42 including special cases). 
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For the NCEP method ROCI, the results are not significant at the 95% significance level, but are 
significant at the 90% significance level (W =  2918, p = 0.1 excluding special cases, W = 2978, 
p = 0.07 including special cases). 
Correlations 
To determine what variables ROCI could potentially have a statistical relationship with, 
cross-correlations were conducted. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate correlation matrices that 
correspond to the HURDAT and NCEP method ROCI datasets. Since ROCI was determined to 
possess a non-normal distribution, Pearson product-moment correlation was not an ideal method 
to use. As a result, Spearman correlation was calculated instead. Created by Charles Spearman 
(Spearman, 1904), Spearman’s rho correlation assigns ranks to the two variables being analyzed 
and association between the ranks is explored instead of the data directly. Spearman’s rho is 
calculated by the following equation: 
                   
where di is the difference in paired ranks and n is the number of cases. This equation is used if 
there are no ties in ranks. If there are ties, the following equation is used: 
                  
where i is the paired score, x and y are ranks, and xbar and ybar are average ranks (Lund and 
Lund, 2013). For the HURDAT method (special cases excluded), statistically significant 
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correlations were indicated between ROCI and storm center longitude (ρ = 0.23, p = 0.002), 
rounded ROCI (ρ = 0.99, p < 0.0001), POCI (ρ = -0.18, p = 0.016), Saffir-Simpson category (ρ = 
0.29, p < 0.0001), and wind speed (ρ = 0.37, p < 0.0001). The correlation between ROCI and 
rounded ROCI was expected, since the variables are in essence the same. Otherwise, these 
correlations suggest longitude and wind speed (and thus Saffir-Simpson rating) have a weak 
positive relationship, while POCI exhibits a weak negative relationship. For the NCEP method 
(special cases excluded), the statistically significant relationships were indicated between ROCI 
and storm center latitude (ρ = 0.18, p = 0.014), storm center longitude (ρ = 0.28, p = 0.0002), 
rounded ROCI (ρ = 1, p < 0.0001), POCI (ρ = -0.22, p = 0.004), Saffir-Simpson category (ρ = 
0.27, p = 0.0003), and wind speed (ρ = 0.33, p < 0.0001). These suggest that there exists a weak 
positive relationship between ROCI and latitude, longitude, and wind speed (and by extension, 
Saffir-Simpson rating), and a weak negative relationship between ROCI and POCI. When special 
cases are included, the correlation coefficients for Saffir-Simpson category and wind speed 
increase slightly (0.29 to 0.30 and 0.37 to 0.38, respectively) while the correlation coefficient for 
POCI decreases slightly (-0.18 to -0.19). For the NCEP method, the correlation coefficients for 
Saffir-Simpson category and wind speed increase slightly (0.27 to 0.28 and 0.33 to 0.34 
respectively) while the correlation coefficient for POCI decreases slightly (-0.22 to -0.23). The 
most remarkable development in these correlations was how storm center latitude was significant 
for the NCEP method but not for the HURDAT method. Considering the differences in storm 
center latitude were not as pronounced as the differences in storm center longitude, this is a 
development that cannot be explained by the inclusion or exclusion of special cases. A plausible 
explanation is the changes in ROCI that result from the temporal lag discussed earlier. With 
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ROCI in the NCEP method tending to be smaller than the HURDAT method, the changes in rank 
assigned by the Spearman rho correlation could be influencing the resulting rho value. 
 
Fig. 13: Correlation matrix of variables from the HURDAT method (special cases excluded). 
Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at the 
0.05 significance level 
 
Fig. 14: Correlation matrix of variables from the NCEP method (special cases excluded). Numbers 
are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at the 0.05 
significance level 
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These correlations were also calculated with respect to the different intensity classes. The 
matrices for the HURDAT method (excluding special cases) are included as Figures 15, 16, 17, 
and 18. When subset by intensity, the correlated variables change considerably. For HURDAT 
method tropical storms, only wind speed was significantly correlated with ROCI (ρ = 0.40, p < 
0.0001). For hurricanes, only storm center longitude was significantly correlated with ROCI (ρ = 
0.29, p = 0.005). Major hurricane ROCI exhibited no statistically significant correlation, and 
minor hurricane ROCI exhibited statistically significant correlations between storm center 
latitude (ρ = 0.36, p = 0.006) and storm center longitude (ρ = 0.39, p = 0.003). The NCEP 
method tropical storms exhibited significant correlations between ROCI and storm center 
longitude (ρ = 0.24, p = 0.02), POCI (ρ = 0.29, p = 0.04), and wind speed (ρ = 0.29, p = 0.0006). 
For hurricanes, storm center latitude (ρ = 0.23, p = 0.03) and storm center longitude (ρ = 0.24, p 
= 0.001) were significantly correlated with ROCI. Major hurricane ROCI exhibited the same 
lack of significant correlations as the HURDAT method major hurricanes. Minor hurricane 
ROCI exhibited significant correlations with storm center latitude (ρ = 0.38, p = 0.003) and 
storm center longitude (ρ = 0.45, p = 0.0005), much like the HURDAT method minor hurricanes. 
When special cases are considered, the HURDAT method exhibits the same variables 
significantly correlated across all intensity cases, with only small (less than 0.1) changes in the 
correlation coefficient. The NCEP method behaves in a similar manner, with the same variables 
significantly correlated once special cases are included. However, the correlation coefficients for 
tropical storms remained unchanged, and all coefficient changes were less than 0.2. 
To examine if these relationships existed on a regional level, correlation matrices were 
also created for the GOM and the EC. For the HURDAT method (special cases excluded), ROCI 
was found to be significantly correlated with storm center longitude, Saffir-Simpson category, 
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and wind speed in the GOM. Along the EC, ROCI was significantly correlated with storm center 
latitude, storm center longitude, POCI, Saffir-Simpson category, and wind speed. For the NCEP 
method (special cases excluded), both the GOM and the EC exhibited significant correlations 
between ROCI and POCI, Saffir-Simpson category, and wind speed, while only the GOM 
exhibited a significant correlation between ROCI and storm center longitude. When special cases 
were included, the HURDAT method retained the same significantly correlated variables (albeit 
with slightly difference correlation coefficients). However, the NCEP method exhibited one 
major change in that the EC exhibited a significant correlation between ROCI and storm center 
latitude. This could be explained by the addition of Sandy. 
 
Fig. 15: Correlation matrix of variables from the HURDAT method (special cases excluded) for 
tropical storms. Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating 
significance at the 0.05 significance level 
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Fig. 16: Correlation matrix of variables from the HURDAT method (special cases excluded) for 
hurricanes. Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating 
significance at the 0.05 significance level 
 
Fig. 17: Correlation matrix of variables from the HURDAT method (special cases excluded) for 
minor hurricanes. Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating 
significance at the 0.05 significance level 
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Fig. 18: Correlation matrix of variables from the HURDAT method (special cases excluded) for 
major hurricanes. Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating 
significance at the 0.05 significance level 
2.5 Conclusion 
 This study demonstrated a new method to determine TC ROCI as well as provided an 
analysis of the dataset with respect to ROCI and landfall discrepancies. The dataset was 
constructed based on two methodologies, one involving landfall determined by the HURDAT2 
Best Track dataset and the other involving landfall determined by the mean sea level pressure 
maps generated using the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I dataset. Analysis of ROCI determined that 
there is no major trend in landfall ROCI through time and the three main variables that seem to 
correlate with ROCI are storm center longitude, POCI, and wind speed (and by extension, the 
TCs Saffir-Simpson rating). Analysis with respect to intensity indicated that tropical storms are 
smaller than hurricanes, and minor hurricanes are smaller than major hurricanes, on average. 
With respect to region, TCs that make landfall along the EC tend to be larger than TCs that make 
landfall in the GOM, but this is only significant with the NCEP method ROCI at the 90% 
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significance level. The discrepancies in landfall location and ROCI that arise from the two 
different datasets were also studied. Results indicate that two-thirds of landfalls determined by 
the reanalysis dataset occurred to the west (longitudinally speaking) of where the best tracks 
indicate landfall, and even though individual ROCI values can be different among storms 
between the two methods, either method can be used since the overall ROCI population is 
considered comparable. 
While ROCI datasets are in existence, the way they are constructed is open for 
improvement, and the method constructed for this project holds promise as a more objective 
approach to ROCI determination. However, the process of determining the OCI using 
unsmoothed reanalysis data output introduces an element of subjectivity that needs to be 
addressed. Even though the subjectivity was tempered by using methods established previously 
(Merrill, 1984; McKenzie, 2017), a more objective measure of isolating the OCI would be a 
welcome addition to improving this method. Another way this dataset can be improved is by 
utilizing a more recent generation reanalysis product. While NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I has a 
long time frame and a robust literature presence, the coarse resolution and outdated data 
assimilation scheme have the potential to introduce errors that could influence results. With 
ROCI utilized in precipitation and storm surge modeling, the need for a reliable dataset is of the 
upmost importance. As such, this dataset should be used with caution. 
Future work primarily focuses on two major projects. The first will be to improve the 
dataset. Addressing the source reanalysis as well as implementing a more objective procedure for 
identifying the OCI would help remedy this issue. The second project will be to expand the 
scope of ROCI analysis. A project is currently underway to explore how ROCI influences 
insurance losses. Other variables of note to explore in the future include sea surface 
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temperatures, rainfall, and teleconnections, among others. Having a long-term ROCI record will 
also help with climatological analysis. Expanding the location to other ocean basins is also an 
avenue to explore. The hope is that, in time, the dataset created by this method can be used to 
help mitigate future losses of life and property while also furthering the understanding of TC 
size. 
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYSIS OF SIZE AND DAMAGE 
3.1 Introduction 
 Tropical cyclones (hereafter referred to at TCs) are known for their devastation, both in 
terms of lives lost as well as property destroyed. The Galveston hurricane of 1900, for example 
killed an estimated 8,000 – 12,000 people, while Hurricane Katrina caused around $160 billion 
in damage (Blake et al., 2011; NHC, 2018). Due to their destructive potential, TCs are 
extensively studied with regard to frequency (e.g. Ludlum, 1963; Ho et al., 1987; Landsea et al., 
2014), intensity (Carrasco et al., 2014), storm surge (Needham and Keim, 2014), rainfall 
(Matyas, 2010), and lightning (DeMaria et al., 2012). 
 Another element of TCs that has garnered interest in recent years is size. While TC size 
has been involved in studies throughout the years (e.g. Myers, 1954; Brand; 1972; Merrill, 1984; 
Kimball and Mulakar, 2004; Moore and Dixon, 2011), an inspection of the literature reveals an 
increase in interest following the 2004 and 2005 seasons, due in part to some particularly large 
TCs. For example, Hurricane Sandy had a diameter of tropical storm force winds (winds that 
meet or exceed 17.49 ms-1) that extended for roughly 1600 km as the system made landfall in 
New Jersey as a “weak” category one on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (Blake et al., 
2013). Conversely, Hurricane Bret, which made landfall in Texas between Corpus Christi and 
Brownsville as a category 3 TC, was considered a “small” hurricane with the radius of hurricane 
force winds (winds that meet or exceed 32.92 ms-1) stretching just over 60 km in the northern 
half of the storm and just over 30 km in the southern half of the storm (Lawrence and 
Kimberlain, 2001). Sandy is considered the 4th costliest landfall in the U.S. with $70.2 billion in 
damage (NHC, 2018), while Bret’s damage was considerably less at roughly $60 million 
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(Lawrence and Kimberlain, 2001). These examples serve as evidence that damage is not 
exclusively determined by intensity. 
Recently, the National Hurricane Center (NHC) updated the list of the most destructive 
TCs on record, and the top five most damaging TCs (once adjusted for inflation) to make landfall 
in the United States have occurred in the last fifteen years (NHC, 2018). According to the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 123.3 million people, or roughly 
39% of the U.S. population, live in counties directly on the coastline, as of 2010, with population 
densities over six times greater than inland counties (NOAA, 2017). With substantial population 
growth occurring in coastal regions, in particular with respect to mega cities (McGranahan et al., 
2007; Hugo, 2011), the destructive potential of TCs is only increasing. 
The purpose of this paper is to explore how TC size influences destruction in the form of 
total economic damage. Since hurricane wind damage has been explored extensively (e.g. 
Nordhaus, 2006; Irish et al., 2008), this study will instead focus on how pressure can contribute 
to damage by using a pressure-based size metric. This study will contain a brief literature review, 
an overview of the data and methods used to conduct the analysis, a breakdown of the results, 
and an explanation of how these results could be used going forward. 
3.2 Background 
One measure of TC size that receives attention is the radius of the outermost closed 
isobar (ROCI). First introduced by Brand (1972) to explore the size of TCs in the western North 
Pacific, the ROCI serves as a boundary between the environmental sea level pressure and the 
pressure decrease associated with a TC, and thus serves as a demarcation line between the TC 
and the environment, with the entire TC contained within the ROCI (Holland and Merrill, 1984; 
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Merrill, 1984; Kimball and Mulakar, 2004). This size metric is good for measuring the true size 
of the entire TC, is considered to be more stable than other size metrics, and is considered a good 
representation of the TCs structure (McKenzie, 2017). The ROCI is a quadrant-based 
measurement, with the average ROCI calculated by taking the average of the radius as measured 
in the four cardinal directions (Cocks and Gray, 2002; Roth, 2013). ROCI is included in the 
Tropical Cyclone Extended Best Track dataset and has appeared in other climatologies (Dean et 
al., 2009; Moore and Dixon, 2011). Other appearances of ROCI in the literature include its 
utilization as a parameter in intensification analysis (Carrasco et al., 2014), model improvement 
(Mouton and Nordbeck, 2002; Weber, 2006; Knaff et al., 2014), and precipitation fields (Matyas, 
2010). 
Studies involving TC damage are widespread in time, region, and focus. Blake et al. 
(2011) compiled a listing of the most destructive TCs to impact the United States between 1851 
and 2010. The Bhola cyclone, which made landfall in Bangladesh in November 1970, is 
considered the deadliest tropical cyclone on record, with an estimated death toll between 300,000 
and 500,000 people (Cerveny, 2017). In addition to the high death toll (officially recognized by 
the World Meteorological Organization as the highest mortality associated with a TC), it is 
estimated the TC caused $63 million (in 1970 values) in crop damage, affecting 4.7 million 
people (Frank and Husain, 1971; Needham et al, 2015; WMO, 2017). Regional studies of TC 
damage have addressed such varied locations as Australian tropical rain forests (Metcalfe et al., 
2008), the entire state of Florida (Malmstadt et al., 2009), and the state of Andhra Pradesh, India 
(Raghavan and Rajesh, 2003). In terms of focus, Jordan and Paulius (2006) analyzed Hurricane 
Katrina with respect to structural engineering to educate fellow engineers on the scale of damage 
that occurred in Mississippi. Grey et al. (1993) noted that 70% of United States TC damage was 
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the result of major (Category 3, 4, and 5 on the Saffir-Simpson scale) hurricanes. Interestingly, 
Pielke and Landsea (1999) found that Atlantic hurricanes tended to be more damaging during the 
La Niña phase of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).  
Nordhaus (2006) examined the economic damage from the 2005 hurricane season in the 
United States to try to predict future damage. His model simulation that incorporated global 
warming via a doubling of CO2 concentrations suggested that damage from TCs will increase on 
a scale of 0.06% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) annually. However, Nordhaus 
(2006) cautions that this value could be understated due to the relationship between storm 
intensity and sea-surface temperatures. A study of TCs over a thirty-year period using an index 
of potential destructiveness found that TC intensity had been increasing markedly, and as a 
result, TC damage will increase in the future, if continued global warming and a shift in 
populations toward coastal environments occurs as predicted (Emanuel, 2005). Revisiting the 
topic, Emanuel (2011) utilized climate models and selected insured properties to predict future 
damage, and found, in most of his cases, damage increased over time. Mendelsohn et al. (2012) 
reinforced Emanuel’s findings by combining both increases in individual income as well as 
climate change-induced increases in TC activity as reasons for greater TC damage in the future. 
Another study found that damage has been increasing, but it can be explained by socio-economic 
reasons and not via climate change (Crompton et al., 2010). As for potentially reducing TC 
damage, one possible method would be achieved through climate adaptation rather than trying to 
combat climate change (Pielke, 2007). Other possibilities, as recommended by the Congressional 
Budget Office, include limiting greenhouse gas emissions, shifting more costs to state and local 
governments, as well as private entities, to reduce coastal development, and investing in 
structural changes to reduce hurricane vulnerability (CBO, 2016). 
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In terms of damage modeling, Pinelli et al. (2004) have been researching and developing 
a model for predicting TC wind damage to residential structures. Katz (2002) used data collected 
during another study (Pielke and Landsea, 1999) to create a stochastic model of damage. Another 
study utilized a set of probability models to examine the effect of hurricanes on wooden 
structures, finding that wind speed was the most significant factor to consider when attempting to 
improve structure survivability (Li and Ellingwood, 2005).  
In terms of analyzing the cost of TCs, Pielke and Landsea (1998) and Pielke et al. (2008) 
normalized the hurricane damage incurred during the period from 1925 – 1995 and 1900 – 2005, 
respectfully. The former paper was summarized by Dr. Christopher Landsea via the Atlantic 
Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory (AOML), as a response to a question regarding 
how damage increases as a function of wind speed (Landsea, 2014). An analysis of the impact 
TCs had on housing prices in coastal areas found that hurricanes tend to drive up the cost of 
houses in hurricane-prone areas as well as decrease the real income on individuals living in the 
area (Murphy and Strobl, 2010). 
3.3 Data and Methods 
 This paper focuses on the North Atlantic Ocean basin, specifically with respect to 
landfalling storms along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and East Coast (EC). The boundary 
between the GOM and the EC was determined via the International Hydrographic Organization 
(IHO, 1953, p. 14), which defines the GOM boundary as the following: 
A line joining Cape Catoche Light (21°37’ N, 87°04’ W) with the Light on Cape 
San Antonio in Cuba, through this island to the meridian of 83° W and to the 
Northward along this meridian to the latitude of the South point of the Dry 
Tortugas (24°35’ N), along this parallel Eastward to Rebecca Shoal (82°35’ W) 
thence through the shoals and Florida Keys to the mainland at eastern end of 
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Florida Bay, all the narrow waters between the Dry Tortugas and the mainland 
being considered to be within the Gulf. 
The TC size data are provided by the ROCI dataset created in Chapter 2. The ROCI values 
generated from the HURDAT method will be used for this analysis. This is because the damage 
data values were assigned to a particular state, so having the correct landfall location is 
necessary. Since the HURDAT method is based on the TCs landfall location as determined by 
the HURDAT best track dataset, which is built on post-storm analysis conducted by the NHC, 
there is high confidence in the landfall location’s accuracy (Landsea et al., 2015). 
Total economic damage data was retrieved from the Icat Damage Estimator 
(http://www.icatdamageestimator.com/). Based on Pielke et al. (2008), Icat’s damage database 
contains two forms of damage: Base Damage and Current Damage. The base damage is the total 
economic damage (total economic damage is considered to be roughly double the total insured 
damage) values recorded the year the TC made landfall, while the current damage is the base 
damage adjusted for inflation as well as increases in wealth and population. This normalization 
allows for TC comparisons since the damage value is what the TC would be expected to cause 
should it make landfall in the current year (ICAT, 2018). The normalized damage will be used 
for this study (hereafter referred to simply as damage). 
Software utilized for this analysis include Microsoft Excel, ArcGIS for Desktop, and the 
R Statistical Computing Package (R Core Team, 2017; hereafter Excel, ArcGIS, and R, 
respectively). Excel was used to create spreadsheets that contained information including TC 
name, landfall date and time, storm center latitude and longitude, ROCI (in nautical miles), 
pressure of the outermost closed isobar (POCI, in millibars), Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind 
scale rating at landfall, and wind speed (in knots) at landfall. ArcGIS was used to determine 
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landfall locations, create figures, and conduct statistical analysis, similar to its usage in Chapter 
2. R was used for statistical analysis and figure creation. 
3.4 Results 
Landfall locations 
 Figure 19 shows the landfall location of the TCs that contain both ROCI and damage 
values. Of the 177 TCs with ROCI values (180 if you include the special cases of Hurricane 
Beulah, Tropical Storm Ida, and Hurricane Sandy), 126 (128 with Hurricane Beulah and 
Hurricane Sandy) had damage data (a table of the TCs used in this analysis can be found in the 
Appendix). When subset by region, 85 (86) made landfall in the GOM, while 41 (42) made 
landfall along the EC (see Figures 20 and 21 for region specific landfall locations). Figure 22 
illustrates the landfall locations of the top ten costliest TCs (excluding special cases), while 
Table 5 contains the top ten costliest TCs landfall location and damage value. If special cases are 
included, Hurricane Sandy is ranked third with respect to damage, slotting between Hurricane 
Donna (1960) and Hurricane Wilma (2005). 
One thing to note is how the damage values may not match up with figures reported 
elsewhere. For example, Hurricane Katrina has a damage value of $91.13 billion (once 
normalized to 2018 US dollars) according to Icat, but the NHC reports a damage of $160 billion 
(once adjusted for inflation, in 2017 US dollars). The reason for this difference is unclear. The 
most likely explanation is the difference between how the NHC and Icat define damage. Icat 
considers damage as total economic damage (insurance losses multiplied by a factor of two) 
whereas the NHC report uses the NCEI definition of damage, which includes more than just 
insurance losses (NCEI, 2018). Regardless, this discrepancy can be overlooked for three reasons. 
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First, the Icat damage data have been utilized in a previous study (Klotzbach et al., 2018). 
Second, the methodology of normalizing the damage is already established (Pielke et al., 2008). 
Lastly, there is an effort to update the normalized damage approach through 2017, so this issue 
could be resolved in the near future (Dr. Roger Pielke Jr., personal communication).  
 
Fig. 19: Map of landfall locations with both ROCI and damage data: 1948 – 2016 
 
Fig. 20: TC landfall locations in the Gulf of Mexico with damage data: 1948 – 2016 
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Fig. 21: Map of TC landfall locations along the U.S. East Coast with damage data: 1948 – 2016 
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Table 5: Top ten costliest TCs from ROCI dataset, with special case included (Source: Icat) 
TC Name Landfall Location Damage (2018 USD) 
Katrina (2005) LA $91,130,000,000 
Donna (1960) FL $61,730,000,000 
Wilma (2005) FL $31,020,000,000 
Hazel (1954) SC $30,370,000,000 
Camille (1969) MS $26,070,000,000 
Charley (2004) FL $26,040,000,000 
Ike (2008) TX $24,400,000,000 
Hugo (1989) SC $23,890,000,000 
Storm 2 (1949) FL $22,320,000,000 
Ivan (2004) AL $22,320,000,000 
Sandy (2012) NJ $54,600,000,000 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
Table 6 contains descriptive statistics for both ROCI and damage for the whole dataset, 
while Table 7 contains descriptive statistics for both ROCI and damage when subset between the 
GOM and the EC (excluding special cases). The mean ROCI was similar to the mean ROCI of 
the original dataset (determined in the previous chapter), while the median ROCI increased to 
where the mean and median are almost identical. The maximum ROCI of 601.75 nmi (1114.44 
km) corresponded to Tropical Storm Agnes, which made landfall on Long Island, New York in  
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Fig. 22: Map of TC landfall locations for TCs listed in Table 1 (Hurricane Sandy excluded) 
Table 6: Descriptive statistics for ROCI and total economic damage across the North Atlantic 
basin (excluding special cases) 
 ROCI (nmi) 
(N = 126) 
Damage (2018 USD) 
(N = 126) 
Mean 246.80 $5,679,682,540 
Median 240.01 $970,000,000 
Max. 601.75 $91,130,000,000 
Min. 26.52 $3,000,000 
 
Table 7: Descriptive statistics for ROCI and total economic damage for landfalls along the U.S. 
Gulf of Mexico and East Coast (excluding special cases) 
 GOM ROCI (nmi) 
(N = 85) 
EC ROCI (nmi) 
(N = 41) 
GOM Damage (2018 USD) 
(N = 85) 
EC Damage (2018 USD) 
(N = 41) 
Mean 244.30 251.98 $5,289,117,647 $6,489,390,244 
Median 218.31 250.93 $570,000,000 $2,390,000,000 
Max. 562.77 601.75 $91,130,000,000 $30,370,000,000 
Min. 26.52 63.19 $3,000,000 $7,000,000 
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1972, while the minimum ROCI of 26.52 nmi (49.12 km) corresponded to Tropical Storm 
Candy, which made landfall near Corpus Christi, Texas in 1968.  
If special cases are included, the mean and median ROCI increased to 249.88 nmi 
(462.78 km) and 242.33 nmi (448.80 km), respectively, while the maximum and minimum ROCI 
remain the same. When subset by region, the mean and median ROCI was greater along the EC 
than in the GOM. The mean ROCI was 251.98 nmi (466.67 km) along the EC, while the mean 
GOM ROCI was 244.30 nmi (452.44 km). The difference in median values was much more 
pronounced, with a median EC ROCI of 250.93 nmi (464.72 km) and a median GOM ROCI of 
218.31 nmi (404.31 km). The maximum GOM ROCI of 562.77 nmi (1042.25 km) corresponds 
to Hurricane Wilma, which made landfall in Florida in 2005, while the minimum GOM ROCI 
belongs to Tropical Storm Candy (1968), which was described earlier in this section. For the EC, 
the maximum ROCI belongs to Tropical Storm Agnes (1972, described above), while the 
minimum ROCI of 63.19 nmi (117.03 km) corresponds to Hurricane Charley, which made 
landfall near Charleston, South Carolina in 2004. When special cases are included, the mean EC 
ROCI increases to 260.07 nmi (481.65 km), while the median ROCI increases to 251.90 nmi 
(466.52 km). For the GOM, the mean and median ROCI increases to 244.91 nmi (453.57 km) 
and 222.16 nmi (411.44 km), respectively. The maximum and minimum ROCI for the GOM and 
EC remain the same. Figures 23 and 24 illustrate ROCI (excluding special cases) via histogram 
and boxplot. Much like the original dataset, the majority of ROCI values range between 100 and 
400 nmi, as visualized in Figure 24. Figure 25 reinforces Figure 24’s distribution by indicating 
the presence of outliers once ROCI meets and exceeds 500 nmi. 
 With respect to damage, the descriptive statistics indicate a vast difference between the 
mean and the median damage values. The mean damage value was just under $5.68 billion. 
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However, the median damage value was $970 million. The maximum damage was caused by 
Hurricane Katrina (2005), as described above, while the minimum damage of $3 million was 
attributed to Tropical Storm Florence, which made landfall at the mouth of the Mississippi River 
south of Venice, Louisiana in 1988 before passing just east of New Orleans. When special cases 
are included, the mean and median damage increase to just over $6.065 billion and $985 million, 
respectively, while the maximum and minimum damage remain the same. 
When subset by region, the average damage was greater along the EC (just under $6.49 
billion) than in the GOM (just under $5.29 billion). The median damage reflected the same 
pattern, but at varying levels ($2.39 billion for the EC and $570 million for the GOM, 
respectively). The maximum damage along the EC and in the GOM were attributed to Hurricane 
Hazel (1954) and Hurricane Katrina (2005), respectively (seen in Table 1 and Figure 4), while 
the minimum damage along the EC and in the GOM were attributed to Tropical Storm Isidore 
(1984), which made landfall around West Palm Beach, Florida, and Tropical Storm Florence 
(1988), which is described above, respectively. When special cases are included, the average 
GOM damage increases slightly (just under $5.30 billion), whereas the EC damage increases to 
just under $7.64 billion. This is because Hurricane Beulah caused $6.08 billion, which is just 
greater than the original GOM average, whereas Hurricane Sandy (2012) easily surpassed the 
original EC average by recording $54.66 billion in damage. The median damage for the GOM 
increased from $570 million to $640 million, while the median EC damage increased from $2.39 
billion to $2.66 billion. The maximum and minimum GOM damage remain the same, as does the 
minimum EC damage. Hurricane Sandy’s damage replaces Hurricane Hazel (1954) as the 
maximum EC damage. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate damage (excluding special cases) via histogram 
and scatterplot. The histogram and scatterplot of damage indicate that the majority of TC damage 
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resides between $3 million (Tropical Storm Florence (1988)) and $20 billion. Examining the data 
revealed that, of the 126 (128) TCs, only 22 (23) have damage greater than or equal to $10 
billion, and 12 (13) have damage greater than or equal to $20 billion. In other words, 90.5% 
(89.8%) of all TCs in this study have damage values less than $20 billion. 
 
Fig. 23: Histogram of ROCI (excluding special cases) 
 
Fig. 24: Boxplot of ROCI (excluding special cases) 
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Fig. 25: Histogram of TC damage (excluding special cases) 
 
 
Fig. 26: Scatterplot of TC damage (excluding special cases) for every TC in the dataset. 
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Correlations 
 To determine what variables, if any, had a statistical relationship with damage, cross-
correlations were conducted. Figures 27 and 28 illustrate a correlation matrix that corresponds to 
the dataset (Figure 27 excludes special cases, Figure 28 includes special cases). Since damage 
does not exhibit a normal distribution, Spearman correlation was calculated. Created by Charles 
Spearman (Spearman, 1904), Spearman’s rho correlation assigns ranks to the two variables being 
analyzed and association between the ranks is explored instead of the data directly. Spearman’s 
rho is calculated by the following equation: 
                           
where di is the difference in paired ranks and n is the number of cases. This equation is used if 
there are no ties in ranks. If there are ties, the following equation is used: 
                     
where i is the paired score, x and y are ranks, and xbar and ybar are average ranks (Lund and 
Lund, 2013). For this dataset, ROCI exhibited statistically significant correlations at the 95% 
significance level with storm center longitude (ρ = 0.29, p = 0.001), wind speed (ρ = 0.27, p = 
0.002), and by virtue of the wind speed, Saffir-Simpson rating at landfall (ρ = 0.23, p = 0.01). 
The matrix indicates a very strong correlation between ROCI and Rounded ROCI (ρ = 0.99, p < 
0.0001). However, this is to be expected, as the rounded ROCI variable is the ROCI variable, 
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rounded to the nearest 25 nmi per the NHC’s standard (Dr. Chris Landsea, personal 
communication). Another expected correlation is the correlation between Saffir-Simpson rating 
and wind speed (ρ = 0.96, p < 0.0001), since wind speed is the basis behind the Saffir-Simpson 
rating. As a result, these two variables (rounded ROCI and Saffir-Simpson rating) will be 
disregarded, despite their inclusion in the matrix. When special cases are included, no changes in 
the aforementioned correlation coefficients occur. 
 With respect to damage, the correlation matrix indicates damage is significantly 
correlated with ROCI (ρ = 0.40, p < 0.0001), storm center longitude (ρ = 0.20, p = 0.03), POCI 
(ρ = -0.24, p = 0.007), and wind speed (ρ = 0.68, p < 0.0001). Since the relationship between 
wind speed and damage has been explored extensively, this result is not unexpected. The positive 
correlation with storm center longitude reinforces the findings in the descriptive statistics 
section, since as longitude “increases” it becomes less negative (i.e. moves eastward towards 0° 
longitude), which in turn leads to the EC, where damage was greater than in the GOM on 
average. The correlation between damage and POCI is not readily explained. A possible 
explanation would be a relationship between POCI and intensity, but the lack of significant 
correlations with Saffir-Simpson rating and wind speed seem to refute that. A potential avenue to 
explore in the future would be to determine whether the minimum central pressure exhibits a 
significant correlation with POCI, since a deepening of the minimum central pressure would 
indicate strengthening, which in turn would suggest increased damage. When special cases are 
included, there are some notable changes. The correlation coefficient between damage and ROCI 
increases slightly (ρ = 0.42, p < 0.0001), the correlation coefficient between damage and POCI 
decreases slightly (ρ = -0.26, p = 0.003), and the correlation coefficient between damage and 
wind speed decreasing slightly (ρ = 0.67, p < 0.0001). One development of note is storm center 
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latitude becomes significant (ρ = 0.17, p = 0.05). This is most likely due to the inclusion of 
Hurricane Sandy. 
 With respect to region, Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the correlation matrices for the GOM 
and the EC, respectively. For the GOM, ROCI exhibits significant correlations with storm center 
longitude (ρ = 0.38, p = 0.0003), wind speed (ρ = 0.29, p = 0.007), and damage (ρ = 0.37, p = 
0.0004). Damage exhibits significant correlations with ROCI and wind speed (ρ = 0.68, p < 
0.0001). For the EC, ROCI exhibits significant correlations with storm center latitude (ρ = 0.38, 
p = 0.01), storm center longitude (ρ = 0.31, p = 0.05), and damage (ρ = 0.50, p = 0.0008), while 
damage exhibits significant correlations with ROCI, POCI (ρ = -0.50, p = 0.0009), and wind 
speed (ρ = 0.58, p < 0.0001). When special cases are included, ROCI’s correlation coefficients in 
the GOM decrease slightly with respect to storm center longitude (0.38 to 0.36), but increase 
slightly with respect to wind speed and damage (0.29 to 0.30 and 0.37 to 0.38, respectively). 
Damage’s correlation coefficient with wind speed increases slightly (0.68 to 0.69) as well. Along 
the EC, ROCI’s correlation coefficients with storm center latitude, storm center longitude, and 
damage all increase slightly (0.38 to 0.40, 0.31 to 0.34, and 0.50 to 0.54, respectively), while 
damage has a slight decrease in the correlation coefficients with POCI and wind speed (-0.50 to -
0.52 and 0.58 to 0.55, respectively). 
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Fig. 27: Correlation matrix of variables (special cases excluded). Numbers are correlation 
coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at the 0.05 significance level 
 
Fig. 28: Correlation matrix of variables (special cases included). Numbers are correlation 
coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at the 0.05 significance level 
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Fig. 29: Correlation matrix of variables for the Gulf of Mexico (special cases excluded). 
Numbers are correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at 
the 0.05 significance level 
 
Fig. 30: Correlation matrix of variables for the East Coast (special cases excluded). Numbers are 
correlation coefficients (rho values), with shaded boxes indicating significance at the 0.05 
significance level 
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Regression 
 With Spearman correlation indicating a significant relationship between ROCI and 
damage, the next step is to estimate the relationship between the two variables. To do this, linear 
regression was conducted, with damage as the independent variable and ROCI as the dependent 
variable. The equation for the linear model is given as 
           𝑌𝑖 =  𝛼 +  𝛽𝑋𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖   
where Y is the response variable, X is the predictor variable, α is the y-intercept, β is the 
regression coefficient, and ε is the residual error (Benoit, 2011; Grace-Martin, 2018). Linear 
regression was run in R using the lm function (R Core Team, 2018). Results of the linear model 
were statistically significant (α = -5.28 x 109, β = 4.44 x 107, p < 0.0001). However, the model 
was not considered adequate. Adequacy was checked by determining whether the distribution of 
the model residuals were normally distributed. To do this, the Shapiro-Wilk normality test was 
utilized. The Shapiro-Wilk normality test (Shapiro and Wilk. 1965) is given by the equation 
                  
where W is the test statistic for normality, ai is a constant, yi is the ith order statistic, and ybar is 
the sample mean. The null hypothesis of this test is that the data are normally distributed, and the 
results of the test (p < 0.0001) suggest that the null hypothesis can be rejected. Thus, since the 
residuals can be considered to be non-normally distributed, the linear model is inadequate. 
 With the linear model inadequate, a possible solution was to transform the response 
variable. To do this, the natural logarithm of damage was taken, creating a log damage variable. 
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This variable was used as the response variable in a log-linear model, which is given by the 
equation 
          log 𝑌𝑖 =  𝛼 +  𝛽𝑋𝑖 +  𝜖𝑖  
where log Yi is the natural log of the response variable (Benoit, 2011). The model was run in R 
using the lm function as well. Results of the model were statistically significant (α = 18.27, β = 
0.009, p < 0.0001), and the model was determined to be valid after testing the model residuals 
with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test (p = 0.19). This model was also run with special cases 
included. The results were identical (α = 18.21, β = 0.009, p < 0.0001) and the model was 
determined to be valid (residual normality p-value = 0.19). Figure 31 plots ROCI with log-
transformed damage, with the log-linear model added as a trend line. 
To interpret results of the log-linear regression, the regression coefficient β can be 
expressed as a percentage relative to the one unit increase of the predictor variable (Kephart, 
2013). As a result, this model suggests that, as ROCI increases 1 nmi, damage increases 0.9%. 
Seeing as the average TC damage in this study was calculated to be just under $5.68 billion, 
0.9% of $5.68 billion is $51,120,000. This means that, for the average TC, an increase in ROCI 
of 1 nmi would yield an extra $51.12 million in damage. 
The log-linear model was also applied to ROCI and damage by region. Results were 
similar to the total dataset model, with both the EC and GOM exhibiting statistically significant 
regression coefficients (α = 18.59, β = 0.0104, p = 0.004 for EC and α = 18.12, β = 0.008, p = 
0.0005 for GOM, respectively). These coefficients can be interpreted as such: For every 1 nmi 
increase in ROCI, damage increases 1.04% for EC TCs, and for every 1 nmi increase in ROCI, 
damage increases 0.8% for GOM TCs. When special cases are included, the models are 
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essentially the same (α = 18.60, β = 0.0104, p = 0.001 for EC and α = 18.12, β = 0.008, p = 
0.0004 for GOM, respectively) and were determined to be valid via the Shapiro-Wilk normality 
test (p = 0.31 for EC model and p = 0.74 for GOM model, respectively). Figures 32 and 33 plot 
ROCI with log-transformed damage, with the log-linear model added as a trend line. 
 
Fig. 31: Scatterplot of ROCI and log-transformed total economic damage (special cases 
excluded) 
 
Fig. 32: Scatterplot of ROCI and log-transformed total economic damage for the U.S. East Coast 
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Fig. 33: Scatterplot of ROCI and log-transformed total economic damage for the U.S. Gulf of 
Mexico 
3.5 Conclusion 
 This study explored relationships between ROCI and TC damage in the form of total 
economic damage. Analysis suggested a positive relationship between ROCI and damage, with 
log-linear regression models estimating the relationship to be a one nautical mile increase in TC 
size leads to an increase in damage by just under one percent. While this figure would seem 
miniscule, the average TC damage is such that a one nautical mile increase in TC size would 
increase damage over $50 million. When explored on the regional level, the log-linear model 
estimated a greater increase in damage along the EC than in the GOM (1.04% vs 0.8%). 
 Something to note about the results of this analysis is that the correlations and regression 
models looked exclusively at ROCI and damage, without necessarily taking geography into 
account. This is important to note with respect to damage, since greater damage values would be 
expected in places with high concentrations of people and/or infrastructure. The increased 
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damage values along the EC could be explained by the landfalls in Florida and New England, 
due to the presence of major cities (e.g. Miami, New York City, Boston) and expensive housing. 
While the GOM has major cities scattered across the coast (e.g. Houston, New Orleans), there 
are also places where TCs made landfall in the past that caused minimal damage (e.g. Tropical 
Storm Florence (1988)). 
 This study is useful for a couple of reasons. First, it examines TC damage with respect to 
pressure-based size as opposed to wind-based size. As previously mentioned, the role wind plays 
in TC damage has been explored extensively, with a relationship between hurricane wind speed 
and monetary loss having been defined (Emanuel, 2005). While pressure has been identified to 
have a role in TC damage (Bakkensen and Mendelsohn, 2016), the focus lies primarily on 
minimum central pressure. Since storm size has been identified as a factor in quantifying the 
central pressure deficit in modelling the wind-pressure relationship (Chavas et al., 2017), 
exploring how pressure-based size influences damage could help further understanding of how 
pressure as a whole impacts damage. Second, this study lays the groundwork for future size 
research, both with the source dataset as well as with other size datasets. Results of this study can 
be used as a baseline for comparison between size datasets as well as damage normalization 
methodologies. Future work also includes introducing more TCs into the analysis, once the TC 
size dataset is updated to include TCs previously omitted either due to method constraints or due 
to period of record limitations (these are addressed in the previous chapter). 
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 This thesis created and analyzed a comprehensive landfall TC ROCI dataset for the 
United States using reanalysis data for the period from 1948 – 2016 and investigated the 
relationship between TC size and total economic damage. The first study detailed the creation of 
the ROCI dataset using two methods, one based on the landfall location determined by hourly 
interpolated HURDAT2 best track data, the other based on the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I 
dataset’s indication of landfall. Analysis of both methods’ ROCI determined that either method 
is sufficient for analysis, as they can be considered statistically consistent despite individual TCs 
exhibiting varying ROCI values. ROCI was determined not to exhibit a significant trend through 
time. Correlation analysis indicated that the three main variables that possessed a significant 
monotonic relationship with ROCI are storm center longitude, POCI, and wind speed (by 
extension, the Saffir-Simpson rating at landfall is also considered significantly correlated). 
Reinforcing the correlation between ROCI and wind speed (and thus intensity) was the finding 
that, on average, tropical storms were smaller than hurricanes, with minor hurricanes smaller 
than major hurricanes. With respect to region, descriptive statistics suggested that TCs that make 
landfall on the EC tend to have larger ROCI values than TCs that make landfall in the GOM. 
However, this was found to be significant at the 90% significance level with respect to the 
HURDAT method. The difference in landfall location between the two methods was also 
explored, with results indicating that roughly 66% of TCs in the dataset had reanalysis-
determined landfall locations west (longitudinally) of the best track indicated landfall location. 
When observed at the regional level, the percentage of TCs with a westward shift increases to 
75% in the GOM and decreases to 50% along the EC. 
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 Results of the second study suggest that there is a significant monotonic relationship 
between TC size and damage, with damage also found to be significantly correlated with POCI, 
center longitude, center latitude, and wind speed (and thus Saffir-Simpson rating), depending on 
the inclusion or exclusion of special case TCs. Attempts to model the relationship between ROCI 
and damage via linear regression were unsuccessful, but an adequate model was generated via 
log-linear regression. The regression coefficients of the log-linear model can be interpreted such 
that, as ROCI increases 1 nmi, damage increases 0.8% in the GOM, 0.9% across all available 
TCs, and 1.04% along the EC. While these values seem insignificant, the sheer magnitude of 
damage means that the increase in damage is not insubstantial. One item of note regarding the 
ROCI-damage analysis is that the correlations and regression did not explicitly take geography 
into account. This is important to note, since the location of major metropolitan areas and 
concentrations of human activity and development play as much of a role in determining the 
final damage value. 
 While this dataset can be used for future analysis, there are some limitations that need to 
be addressed. One of the major limitations is that it is built on an older reanalysis dataset. While 
the data in and of itself are useful, improvements to spatial resolution and data assimilation 
schemes of newer generation reanalysis mean that the results of this dataset could be considered 
outdated. The main reason the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I was chosen was because it possessed 
data for a period with relatively few TC size observations (1960 – 1988). Another reason was 
because the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I dataset assimilates several forms of meteorological data, 
including rawinsondes, aircraft data, ship data, and satellite data (Kalnay et al, 1996). The 
NOAA-CIRES 20th Century Reanalysis, which extends back to 1851, assimilates only surface 
pressure reports, sea surface temperatures, and sea-ice distributions (Compo et al., 2011). 
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Another limitation of this dataset is the method of determining the OCI of a TC. While schemes 
have been derived to isolate the OCI, there is an inherent element of subjectivity that could stand 
to be removed in future analysis. A third limitation is the TCs themselves. Since the goal of this 
analysis was to have as equal of a comparison as possible, the TCs with size data are ones that 
satisfied both the HURDAT method and the NCEP method. Going forward, choosing a 
particular method could necessitate the retrieval of mean sea level pressure maps to fill in any 
gaps. 
These studies serve as the starting point for a variety of future research applications. The 
creation of a first generation reanalysis-based ROCI dataset establishes the precedent for 
developing and improving reanalysis-based TC size datasets, with improvements focused on 
increasing the objectivity of OCI identification as well as updating the source reanalysis dataset. 
Another avenue of exploration includes introducing more variables into the analysis, such as 
rainfall, teleconnections, sea surface temperatures, and so on. Investigating the ROCI-damage 
relationship has only begun, with different damage normalization schemes as well as TCs not 
included in this analysis serving as potential avenues of continued exploration. On a broader 
scale, the dataset created here can be used to explore how TC size directly influences the public. 
For instance, emergency managers could use the size information to determine how many 
individuals stand to be affected by TCs on average in a given location as well as integrate size 
into disaster preparedness plans. Utility companies could use the dataset to ascertain how many 
people may have interrupted service, while coastal protection groups could use the size 
information to explore how TC size influences wetland destruction and coastal erosion to better 
address coastal land loss. 
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APPENDIX. TABLE OF TROPICAL CYCLONES (* denotes special cases) 
Name Damage  Name Damage  Name Damage  Name Damage 
Storm 5 (1948) Yes  Alma (1966) Yes  Charley (1986) Yes  Kyle (2002) Yes 
Storm 8 (1948) Yes  Doria (1967) No  Beryl (1988) Yes  Bill (2003) Yes 
Storm 2 (1949) Yes  Beulah (1967)* Yes  Florence (1988) Yes  Claudette (2003) Yes 
Storm 7 (1949) No  Abby (1968) Yes  Keith (1988) Yes  Grace (2003) No 
Storm 11 (1949) No  Candy (1968) Yes  Allison (1989) Yes  Isabel (2003) Yes 
Baker (1950) No  Gladys (1968) Yes  Chantal (1989) Yes  Bonnie (2004) No 
Easy (1950) Yes  Camille (1969) Yes  Hugo (1989) Yes  Charley (2004) Yes 
Love (1950) No  Gerda (1969) No  Bob (1991) Yes  Gaston (2004) Yes 
How (1951) Yes  Jenny (1969) No  Andrew (1992) Yes  Frances (2004) Yes 
Able (1952) Yes  Celia (1970) Yes  Danielle (1992) No  Ivan (2004) Yes 
Storm 7 (1953) No  Doria (1971) Yes  Arlene (1993) Yes  Jeanne (2004) Yes 
Florence (1953) Yes  Edith (1971) Yes  Beryl (1994) Yes  Matthew (2004) No 
Hazel (1953) No  Ginger (1971) Yes  Gordon (1994) Yes  Arlene (2005) No 
Carol (1954) Yes  Agnes (1972) Yes  Allison (1995) Yes  Cindy (2005) Yes 
Edna (1954) Yes  Delia (1973) Yes  Erin (1995) Yes  Dennis (2005) Yes 
Hazel (1954) Yes  Storm 2 (1974) Yes  Jerry (1995) Yes  Katrina (2005) Yes 
Brenda (1955) No  Carmen (1974) Yes  Opal (1995) Yes  Rita (2005) Yes 
Connie (1955) Yes  Eloise (1975) Yes  Bertha (1996) Yes  Wilma (2005) Yes 
Diane (1955) Yes  Storm 1 (1976) No  Fran (1996) Yes  Alberto (2006) No 
Ione (1955) Yes  Belle (1976) Yes  Josephine (1996) Yes  Ernesto (2006) Yes 
Flossy (1956) Yes  Dottie (1976) No  Danny (1997) Yes  Gabrielle (2007) No 
Storm 1 (1957) No  Storm 14 (1976) No  Charley (1998) Yes  Humberto (2007) Yes 
Audrey (1957) Yes  Babe (1977) Yes  Bonnie (1998) Yes  Dolly (2008) Yes 
Debbie (1957) No  Bob (1979) Yes  Earl (1998) Yes  Edouard (2008) No 
Esther (1957) Yes  David (1979) Yes  Frances (1998) Yes  Fay (2008) Yes 
Ella (1958) No  Frederic (1979) Yes  Hermine (1998) No  Gustav (2008) Yes 
Arlene (1959) Yes  Allen (1980) Yes  Georges (1998) Yes  Hanna (2008) Yes 
Gracie (1959) Yes  Danielle (1980) No  Mitch (1998) Yes  Ike (2008) Yes 
Irene (1959) No  Dennis (1981) Yes  Bret (1999) Yes  Ida (2009)* No 
Judith (1959) No  Storm 2 (1982) Yes  Dennis (1999) Yes  Irene (2011) Yes 
Storm 1 (1960) Yes  Alicia (1983) Yes  Floyd (1999) Yes  Lee (2011) No 
Donna (1960) Yes  Diana (1984) Yes  Harvey (1999) Yes  Beryl (2012) No 
Ethel (1960) Yes  Isidore (1984) Yes  Irene (1999) Yes  Debby (2012) No 
Carla (1961) Yes  Bob (1985) Yes  Gordon (2000) Yes  Isaac (2012) Yes 
Esther (1961) Yes  Danny (1985) Yes  Barry (2001) Yes  Sandy (2012)* Yes 
Cindy (1963) Yes  Elena (1985) Yes  Gabrielle (2001) Yes  Andrea (2013) No 
Cleo (1964) Yes  Henri (1985) No  Bertha (2002) No  Arthur (2014) No 
Dora (1964) Yes  Gloria (1985) Yes  Fay (2002) Yes  Ana (2015) No 
Hilda (1964) Yes  Isabel (1985) No  Hanna (2002) Yes  Bill (2015) No 
Isbell (1964) Yes  Juan (1985) Yes  Isidore (2002) Yes  Colin (2016) No 
Betsy (1965) Yes  Kate (1985) Yes  Lili (2002) Yes  Hermine (2016) No 
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